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INTRODueT ION

The novels of" John William De Forest offer an

opportunity for original study which few other figures

in American literature could provide. This thesis is

devoted primarily to an analysis and interpretation of

three of De Forest's novels: Honest John Vane, Playing

the Mischief, and Justine's Lovers. These three novels

form a unique segment within this author's extensive

writings. They are set in Washington, D. e., and provide

a contiguous view of the capital during the 1870's. The

political and social problems developed in each novel

give unity to the three books. Together these novels

present a study of the forces which De Forest felt moti

vated the society of Washington, and perhaps the nation,

during these years.

John William De Forest revealed himself through

his writing as an unusual man. His ideas and his character

invite clarification. To appreciate in full this author

it is necessary to know the influences which motivated

him to write political satire. The aspects of realism

in De Forest's writing are worthy of examination, and

the history of the Grant administration provides a con

trol by which the realism of his political novels can be

tested. Finally, this project offered the opportunity to



discuss De Forest's skill and significance as a novelist.,

Such ideas are the basis of the organization of this thesis •
.

As to procedure: I studied De Forest's life in order

to know him as well as possible. The results of this study

constitute the first section of the thesis. A section deal-

ing with the history of the Grant administration follows; in

this section the novels are correlated with the history of

the time. The biographical and historical material provides

a basis upon which the novels are summarized and interpreted.

I criticized the books in terms of traditional literary con

cepts. Each novel is treated individually in order to be

exact. The concluding chapter of'the thesis is an attempt

to identify De Forest's historical literary significance.

Although no one r~s treated De Forest's political

novels ~~' materials for study are available. His

letters may be found in various libraries; some of them

have been published. Various genealogical books contain

facts about his family and life. Unpublished theses furnish

material concerning his life.

Since much original research has been done concerning

De Forest's biography by other scholars, the aim in the first

section of this project was to collect and interpret data,

identify the elements of De Forest's life which influenced

the three books dealt with in this thesis, and to provide a

picture of De Forest as a man. This section serves as docu-
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mentation'£or later criticism. It should also £urnish stu

dents o£ De Forest at:lndiana State College with a more de

tailed account o£ the author's li£e than can be £ound in

literary histories.

For this historical background I used both original

and secondary sources. This section constitutes a survey

intended to crystalize my ideas and to aid other students

in their understanding o£ the political novels. Perhaps

more appreciation £or his books can thus be developed.

The chapters devoted to criticism and interpretation

are the result o£ my application of established literary

values to De Forest's three political novels. In an attempt

to be objective and just, I tried always to consider De For

est's apparent objectives and the circumstances of the period

during which he wrote. Though I kept in mind that the novels

were of political nature, I did not treat them as if they

belonged to a genre of literature requiring special standards

of evaluation. Such an approach, I £eel, would disguise their

actual merit and distort their literary value as novels.

In the concluding section I wanted to establish more

clearly De Forest's historical position and consequent value

in literature. To accomplish this the following material
t
t was employed: the information accumulated during the project,$'

the reviews of De Forest's contemporary critics, material

from literary histories, the introductions to various edi-
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,
tions of his novels, and a comparison with his contemporary

American authors who Wrote in similar 'form.

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to provide a

thorough understanding of John William De Forest, his poli

tical novels, and his accomplishments.

i,
'I
.(
~:

~·I'fi
"
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OHAPTER I

BIOGRAPHY

In 1821 John Hancock De Forest "bought the water

rights and woolen mill" in Humphreysville, Oonnecticut.

De Forest--a New York broker and merchant tired of coping

with the problems of the current busi~ess panic--moved to

Humphreysville. In company with a Philadelphia firm he

reactivated the papermill, gristmill, and sawmill. At

the same time the woolen mill was adapted to produce

cotton sheetings. l

Earlier John Hancock De Forest, a member of the

prosperous merchant class, had married Dotha Woodward,

the daughter of Elijah Woodward of Watertown. Five sons

were born of this marriage: George Frederic, born Sep

tember 14, 1812; Henry Alfred, May 15, 1814; Andrew

Woodward, February 23, 1817; John, born in 1823 or 1824

and died January 9, 1826;2 and John William De Forest,

March 31, 1826.3

lR. A. Campbell, Seymour Past and Present (n.d.:
Adair Publishers, 1902), p. 442.---- --- ---

2
Henry Bronson, HistorY of WaterburY Connecticut

(Waterbury: Bronson Brothers, 1S58J, p. 49.

3James H. Croushore, "John William De Forest: A
Biographical and Critical Study to the Year 1868 t1 (Unpub
lished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1944), pp. 6, 15.

-1-
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boys in later life.

5
~., p. 22.

4
~., p. 10.

The staid upright character of the home was an

important influence in the lives of the De Forest sons.

John Hancock was "exact in his habits and temperate in his

living." He was a well-read and clear-minded man of broad
4interests and energetic ability. His wife did not pos-

sess good health, but she exerted strong influence upon

her sons. She encouraged the boys to be pious and insisted

that the older boys maintain exemplary behaviour as a pre

cedent for her youngest son. Her influence led the young

men to sign the temperance pledge of 1838.

The De Forest family behaved in a pattern accepted

by the leading families of the time. They maintained an

active membership in the Humphreysville Congregational

Church. 5 As would be expected of a man of his class and

position, John Hancock De Forest supported the Whig party.

He was elected a member of the state legislature in 1827.

Such environmental influences could not but affect the

When John William De Forest was born, he was wel

comed affectionately for several reasons. He filled a void

created by the previous death of an infant brother. He was

the youngest son; his parents were middle aged. However,

since he was a weak child, soon after his birth he was sent
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ill., p. 10.

10~., p. 47.

he returned to help his father manage the family business

at Humphreysville. In 1852 he was head of "The Eagle Manu-

facturing Oompany," in 1855 he was involved in "The New

Haven Oopper Oompany." Eventually he migrated to Illinois. 7

As young De Forest grew stronger, the attention of

the family was turned to the preparation of the older boys

for life. After George was graduated from Yale in 1831,

to Woodbridge to be nur~ed; his mother was not well enough

to care for him. Here he remained, exchanging visits with

his family, until sometime after January of 1827. In the

fall of that year he returned home; he was now the only

child living at home. 6

6~., pp. 16-18.

7Dr• James F. Light (Unpublished notes from David
Ourtis De Forest correspondence, Oollection at Yale Univer
sity Library), p. 3.

8Oroushore, .2]..

9ill.a., p. 32.

In 1832 Henry was graduated from Yale and was enrolled

in the Medical school there. 8 After completing his train

ing, he settled first in Hartford, then in Bristol; but

before the end of 1836 he transferred to Rochester, New

York. 9 In 1841 Henry was appointed medical missionary

to Syria.
10

In 1829 the third son, Andrew--who was bent

upon a career as a merchant--transferred from the school
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p. 25.

pp. 27-31.

12Ibid • ,-
14Ibid • ,-

pp. 20, 23.

pp. 32, 47.

llIbid_.,
13Ibid_.,

of the Reverend William Stebbins in West Haven to the
11academy at Watertown. In 1832 Andrew signed to serve

12as clerk in a store in Bridgeport for three years. Com-

pleting his apprenticeship in January of 1837, Andrew se

cured a position with Downer and Company of New York.

Eventually finishing his period of service in New York,

Andrew returned to Humphreysville to Itengage in various

manufacturing enterprises.,,13 The older sons were prepared

for an active, respectable position in life.

Meanwhile, young De Forest was encouraged to take

an active part in the duties about the Humphreysville home.

Despite gains in health, he seems to have had a period of

serious illness every year. In August of 1833 he was very

sick; he was ill again in February of 1834, and Henry came

home to treat him. A recurrent and severe cough troubled

the boy in 1835, and following an attack of typhoid fever

in 1838-39, he developed a bronchial condition which was

chronic. 14

During the typhoid attack which began in December

of 1838, John William1s mother became ill. The boys came

home to visit the invalids. In February after John William

and his mother had recovered, John Hancock De Forest became



•

p. 46.

p. 25.

l5Ibid_.,
l7Ibid_.,

From 1839 to 1847, George De Forest was John's guar

dian. During this time the inheritance left to the youngest

son was so carefully invested that John William was not

faced with the immediate or "absolute necessity of earning

rector.

-5-

ill. He died on Tuesd~y, February 12, .1839. 15

The eduoation of John William had begun two years

before his father's death. The boy attended the sohool of

Miss Platt at Humphreysville. Here he studied arithmetio,

grammar, and oomposition.16 During the final months of 1838,

he began study under the Reverend J. D. Smith, reotor of

the Trinity Episoopal Ohuroh in Humphreysville. Through his

formal studies he was to aoquire habits and skills whioh

were to influenoe him permanently.

With his older brothers as examples, one oan well

imagine John William's desire to attend Yale University.

In preparation for entrance, De Forest must have studied

philosophy, Oicero, Virgil, Sallust, Xenophon, Latin and

Greek grammar, Latin Prosody, English grammar, and geogra

Phy.17 However, the boy's dream to attend Yale was never

realized: for after his father's death, John William's

health was so poor that he was not permitted a university

education. He continued his studies with the Episcopalian
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a living." John Willi~m, his brother and his mother con

tinued to live in the large house in Humphreysville. These

five or six years must have passed restfully and profitably

for the boy. He had his father's library at his disposal

and could avail himself of the neighboring library facil

ities. 18

Nevertheless, a young man twenty years old surrounded

by energetic, vigorous, successful brothers might well be

sensitive about his own seemingly profitless actiVity. An

active mind is ordinarily somewhat fascinated with the pros

pect of travel. In contrast with the harsh Oonnecticut

winters, the warm dry climate of the Near East offered a

promising treatment for John William De Forest's bronchial

difficulties. In 1846 John left Humphreysville to visit

his brother Henry in Beirut, Syria.

The customs, the manners, the strange places that

he observed must have proved delightful to the young travel

er. His experiences during this trip provided the basis of

two books, Oriental Acquaintance, 1856, and the novel Irene

~ Missionary, 1879. The letters to his family, detailed

in their accounts, reflected the young man's awareness of

the new scene. De Forest observed carefully with a natural

ability to detect quickly those manners and customs which

distinguished one character from another. His were only

18Ibid., pp. 48 f.
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20llli.., p. 70.
19Ibid., p. 55.

experimented with tobacco as a means of lung treatment,

and extended his stay twice--determined to stay an entire

year in order to bolster his health. Although the climate

did alleviate his physical discomfort, he did not fUlly

surface observations, to be sure, but they were expressed

with a facility which showed a Ifdiscerning eye and a ready

mind."l9

While in Syria, De Forest visited various cities,

recover. Perhaps the most important development in his

life during this time was the indication that "De Forest

was an observer, watching with understanding people and

events in their true perspective, but not passing judgment

on what he saw.,,20

Returning in 1847 to Humphreysville, De Forest was

twenty-one years old and still without a profession. The

same year his mother died, and he soon began a project that

was to consume his attention, tax his health, and, perhaps,

result in a decisive direction for his life. Resuming an

interest that attracted him when he was ten, he began a

study of the life, manners, and customs of the North Amer

ican Indians. The enormity of the project--begun, perhaps,

with no serious intent toward pUblishing--forced the con-
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scientious De Forest into the study, of what was to become

his first book, History:of ~ Indians 2! Oonnecticut~

~ Earliest Known Period !£ 1850, published in 1851.

Having no training in research or organization, De

Forest exhibited extraordinary patience, diligence, and

integrity in the collection of his data. He seems to have

ignored, generally, the sUbjective histories that had been

written about his subject. Depending upon his original

research and first-hand records of his subjects, evaluating

the material carefully, and making allowances for prejudices,

he presented the final manuscript t~ the Oonnecticut Histor-

ical Society. The book was pUblished under the Society's

endorsement in 1851 and yet remains an authoritative

historical source. 2l

From 1851 to 1854 De Forest was again abroad. Per

haps this trip was another attempt to cure his bronchial

condition; however, he used his time profitably. He trav

eled in England, France, Italy, Germany, and Switzerland.

During his stay in Europe he learned French and Italian.

In Florence he began the translation of ~ House 2! Seven

Gables into Italian as a linguistic exercise. De Forest

read widely. He cultivated his taste for Stendhal, George

Sand, and Balzac; he became thoroughly acquainted with

2lIbid 82____., pp. ,91.
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English literature. From these years he developed "a per

spective of his country and a detached unemotional atti

tude of mind" that characterizes some of his writing. 22

Perhaps the most tangible accomplishment was the collection

of material which later resulted in a travelogue, European

Acquaintance.

The next four years seethed with activity. De Forest

returned to Connecticut early in the spring of 1855 in time

to see his first pUblication of an article. 23 During this

time he met Miss Harriet Silliman Shepard, the beautiful

and intellectual daughter of Charles Upham Shepard. Mr.

Shepard was professor of chemistry and natural history at

Amherst and professor of chemistry at Charleston Medical

Oollege. After courting the young lady in Connecticut and

Charleston, De Forest and she were married June 5, 1856,

in the Trinity Episcopal Church in New Haven. 24 This year

his Oriental Acquaintance appeared. In December of 1856

the first installment of his novel Witching Times, ! Novel

!A Thirty Ohapters appeared in Putnam's Monthly Magazine.

On February 23, 1857, a son, Louis, was born to John and

22ill,g,., p. 23.

23Edward Robert Hagemann, "J. W. De Forest and the
American Scene: An Analysis of His Life and Novels" (Un
pUblished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of English, Indiana
University, 1954), p. 9.

24Ibid_., p. 11.
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Harriet De Forest in Charleston. The following year De

Forest wrote a second novel, Seacliff. The'response to

these three early books was far from enthusiastic. De

Forest was learning the bitter lesson of public rejection

which was to plague him for the rest of his life.

In 1858 a second travelogue, European Acquaintance,

appeared. De Forest accomplished much the same results

as he had in his previous travel book. -Croushore reports

that the books are similar in De Forest's description of

the scene, method of using details, concern for people and

customs, and veracity of observation. Though the second

travelogue is reportedly "more refined," the same fault

which characterized the Oriental Acguaintance is visible.

De Forest wasn't aiming at depth or profundity; consequently,

his observations are superficial and result in his "casting

profiles, but showing no ability as yet to mould complete

characters. ,,25 This tendency was to characterize much of

his future works.

At the beginning of the Civil War De Forest and his

family returned to New Haven from Charleston where Union

foroes had blockaded Fort Sumter. 26 De Forest apparently

25Oroushore, ~. £!i., p. 128.
26

John William De Forest, Miss Ravenel's Oonversion
from Secession ~ Loyalty, introductIOn by Gordon S. Haight

New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1939), p. xiv.



shared the attitude of many Unionists: the war would be

brief and easily won. However after the first battle of.

I Bull Run in 1861, he recruited a company of volunteers and

served as their captain in the Louisiana campaign and even-

-11-

tually in the Shenandoah Valley. De Forest and his company

fought in the engagement at Georgia Landing, in the assault

of Port Hudson, in the battle of The Opequan, and in the

famous fight at Cedar Creek. During his entire enlistment,

he fought in three storming parties with six days of field

engagement and thirty-seven days of seige duty, the whole

totaling forty-six days under fire.

Needless to say, the hardships and privations of

his life in the field must have severely strained his al

ready delicate health. Since he believed the war was

approaching an early end, he seriously thought of conclud

ing his service with the army when his term of volunteer

service was completed on December 3, 1864. There was one

drawback; ~e wrote to his brother Andrew that he knew of

no position in civil life that would give him $1500 a year

as his service did. 27 On December 2, 1864, however, De

Forest was mustered out of the Twelfth Connecticut Volun-

teers as a captain. He returned to New Haven--as indicated

in his letters pUblished in A VOlunteer's Adventures, 1946--

27Hagemann, ~. £1l., p. 203.
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with his "oonstitution tptally ruined.,,28

Despite poor health, De Forest began writing~

Ravenel's Oonversion~ Seoession 1£ Loyalty. This novel

inoorporated the material of the war stories he had written

for Harper's and the letters of war experienoe whioh he had

previously written to his family. With this novel De Forest

as an author oame of age. The maturity of this novel re

fleoted an adult man who knew whereof he wrote. His ohar-

aoters emerge for the first time full fledged and well

drawn; the plot is engrossing and oonvinoing; his treatment

of the entire panorama of war is unenoumbered by stylish

sentiment; his style is engaging.

The novel~ Ravenel's Oonversion was finished

in 1865. Harper's ~ Monthly Magazine purohased the novel

for #1,250 with the intent of pUblishing in serial form.

This plan was abandoned; in 1867 the novel appeared in vol-

ume form. Due to a misunderstanding the proofs were not

edited; oonsequently, the book was published with hundreds

of errors. The novel reoeived favorable reviews in spite

of this. William Dean Howells wrote in ~ Atlantio Monthly:

"We suspeot that Mr. De Forest is the first to treat the

28
John William De Forest, A Union Offioer in the

Reoonstruotion, introduotion and notes by James H:-Oroushore
and David Morris Potter (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1948), xiv.
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war really and artistically."29

Yet the book was not well received, and the literary

fame necessary for a commercial author's financial success

was not forthcoming. Gordon S. Haight wrote that

It was an unfortunate moment to launch a realistic
story of the War. At that time the bereaved were
looking for comfort in such works as Mrs. Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps' ~ Gates Ajar; and those who still
wished to read about battles wanted them tidied up
for the drawing room. 30

A member of the firm of Harper and Brothers wrote:

In fact, the pUblic was tired of reading about the
war, which had been the all-absorbing sUbject for
four years, and other important topics now demanded
their attention.31

Certainly the bad timing, the errors of the edition, the

realistic treatment of life--particularly of women--did

nothing then to help make the book a success.

Following his discharge and recuperation, John

William De Forest was examined in January, 1865, and pro

nounced able to serve in the Veteran Reserve Corps, but

unfit for active field service. Receiving a surgeon's

certificate justifying his admission to this force, De Forest

secured recommendations from Generals Sheridan, Weitzel,

29"Reviews and Literary Notices, II The Atlantic
Monthly, XX (July, 1867), pp. 120-122. ---

30
De Forest, ~ Ravenel's Conversion, p. xii.

31Henry Harper, The House of Harper (New York:
Harper & Brothers PUbliShers, 1912T, p. 244.



Emory, and MacMillan and was commissioned as a captain. His

, commission became effective on May 7, 1865. De Forest was·

stationed in Washington and assigned garrison duty until

September, 1865, when he became acting Assistant Adjutant

General in the Veteran Reserve Oorps Bureau in Washington.

-14-

Directing nine clerks, De Forest was responsible for keeping

records of all enlistments and transferrals into the Oorps.32

His careful work was responsible for his promotion to brevet

major.

Among De Forest's assignments was a report of the

operations of the Veteran Reserve Oorps from its beginning

to July, 1866. Essentially the job was to justify the Oorps'

eXistence, for Grant wished to dissolve the veteran's group.

Grant persisted in his opposition, and the Oorps was dis

banded in JUly, 1866. De Forest avoided a second release

from the army by being transferred.

On JUly 18, 1866, John William De Forest was re

lieved of his duties in the Veteran Reserve Oorps and or

dered to report to Brevet Major-General O. O. Howard, Oom

missioner of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned

Lands. 33 The duties of the clerks of the Freedmen's Bureau

were varied. They were to supervise labor relations between

employers and workers, to administer food and clothing to

32Croushore, ~. £!l., p. 223.
33
~., p. 227.
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The officials ~f the bureau weie responsible forfreedmen.

To my native infamy as a Yankee I added the turpitude
of being a United States military' officer and the mis
demeanor of being a

4
sub-assistant commissioner of the

Freedmen's Bureau. 3

De Forest served at Greenville for two years, and

beneficial transportation of Negroes, for the investigation

and prevention of complaints and violence, for the mainten

ance of fair courts, and, ultimately, for the industry and

writes,

34De Forest, Union Officer !a~ Reconstruction,
p. xviii.

good conduct of all Negroes and indigents in their district.

John William De Forest left Washington and acquired these

responsibilities at Greenville, South Oarolina, on October 1,

1866. Ooncerning the unpopularity of such a position he

though offered the rank of first lieutenant in a Negro divi-

):, destitute Negroes, and to promote and supervise schools for

I

sion of the regular army, was satisfied to become a civilian
,

author again at the end of his term. On January 1, 1868,'~

JohnW'illiam De Forest was for the second time mustered out
I,

of the~}) army; he had served a total of six years and one month.

Just as De Forest's travels had given him a thorough
i
~ knowledge of literature, a command of language, and an aloof

11~ perspective--his army career had distinct influences upon

4his life. As he noted, his health was permanently impaired.

,'rt



By 1868 John William De Forest was forty-two years

old and well into his writing career.' To date he had written

35Light, ~. £11., p. 2.

36~ Nation, VI (January 9, 1868), pp. 27-29.

-
of democracy. He developed a dislike for mere correctness

and an admiration for the individual worth of man. 35

-16-

minds. He knew the scene and the political complexion of

the time. Such an experience made him aware of the elements

He added to his previous knowledge of the South, a thorough

knowledge of life. He knew the sweat, the dirt, the priva

tions, the tedium, the bravery and the fear of battle. He

I knew the pathos, the cruelty, the enormity, the futility of

the reconstruction. He knew the Union and the Confederate

a historical novel, Witching Times; a novel of manners and

social conflict, Seacliff; two travel books, Oriental !£_

guaintance and European Acquaintance; a history, History of

~ Indians 2! Connecticut; newspaper articles; and a war

novel, ~ Ravenel's Oonversion. However the period from

1868 to 1881 was to be the greatest era of De Forest's

literary activity.

In 1868 De Forest pUblished nine articles and two

short stories. The majority of this material drew upon his

J experience in the Freedmen's Bureau. One article, liThe Great
. 36

American Novel," defines De Forest's conoept of such a
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novel and suggests the difficulties involved in such a

project. During this year the author began his correspon

dence with William Dean Howells.

De Forest wrote to thank Howells for his favorable

rev1ew of~ Ravenel's Conversion. De Forest needed sup

por~, for his was a long and arduous struggle with the press

as well as the pUblic. In 1869 he wrote to the Church broth-

ers, publishers of ~ Galaxy,

I think this story [the "Duchesne Estate.7' is worth
#100 ••• Harpers pay me, by the page, in that ratio.
~ Atlantic pays me ~100 a story, whether long or
short.3'?

Apparently receiving little response, he wrote again,

I be~ leave to remind you again that I shall need
the ~100 • • • by the end of the month. You will
remember that I stated my terms as being payment
on acceptance • • .3~

The problems of his career are reflected in the

author's periodic requests for employment in different

fields. In 1870 he wrote The Galaxy asking:

Do you know of anybody, whether monthly, weekly,
or daily, who wants an editor? I believe I could do
such work acceptably. If you know of an opening, I

37Hagemann, "John William De Forest and the Galaxy,
Some Letters, 1867-1872," Bulletin of the New York Public
Library, LIX (April, 1955), pp. l75-l9~ Letter-from John
William De Forest to Church Brothers, June, 1869.

38Hagemann, J. W. De Forest and the American Scene
• • ., .Q.;e.. ill·, p.-347 Letter from DeE'c>rest of April 28,
1869, to Church Brothers, quoted by Hagemann.
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should take it as a favor if you woulq suggest it
to me. 39

Letter from De Forest to ~ Galaxy,

Y Obviously literature as a career left much to be desired.

I He was usually short of money; he hadn't received due

[~ recognition, and his novels weren't selling. 40

During the summer of 1870 De Forest's pUblishing

activities increased their pace. His stories appeared in

February, May, and June issues of ~ Galaxy.4l De Forest's

novel Overland (an adventure story set in the Southwest and

written entirely from imagination plus research in the Yale

Library) began serialization in ~ Galaxy during August,

1870, and ran through twelve installments until July 18,

1871.
42

Simultaneously the literary stature of De Forest

;u ostensibly began to grow. The Atlantic Monthly late in:

01 1870 accepted his novel Kate Beaumont for serialization,

i.ill and it ran for seven months from January to July, 1871. 43
,
!

Ei This novel provided a study of the South. The theme,
!
i

~ tragically prophetic in that it encouraged the salvaging

~ of the better components of the southern civilization, was
!

~
I 39I Ibid., p. 35.'1 Fe bruary4~~bi18d70.

'l ~.

41
Hagemann, "John William De Forest and the Galaxy,

• •• , p. 190.
,!'

42~., p. 186.

43~., p. 188.



Ll In spite of his assured, didactic tone De Forest is never

:1:.: clearly free of the threat of literary neglect. In the

;::1 same letter he writes:
i
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The characterization of Kate Beau-

I was almost discouraged the other day by a leader in
the Tribune on "American Novels" which said that De
Forest is doing good work "almost unnoticed."47

Shortly after the serialization of these two novels,

as that of one of the great hero

novel reputedly is very close to

in literary value. 45

Having two novels in serials at the same time must

have been encouraging to De Forest. He wrote to Howells:

I have an idea, by the way, that, if a serial is
interesting, the numbers had better ~e long than
short. In the days when I read serials I used to
be irritated at getting only a mouthful of sentiment
at a time. The veteran English editors, you know,
give immense spread of canvas to their stories. It
seems to me that the Atlantic has generally lacked
on this point; not sufficiently considering the great
herd of young people, eager to browse upon romance;
editing too much for Mr. Emerson and other select
Bost~gians; forgetting that our "select few" is very
few.

44
William Dean Howells, Heroines of Fiction, II

(New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers,-r9011.

45"Recent Literature," ~ Atlantic Monthly, XXIX
(March, 1872), pp. 364-365.

46Letter from John William De Forest to Howells,
May 27, 1871.

47Ibid_.

I unheeded by the public.:~:I

il mont is lauded by Howells

f- ines of all times. 44 The

j

~ Ravenel's Conversion
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De Forest was busy arranging to have them published in

volume form. June 3, 1871, Sheldon and Company agreed to

pUblish Overland. A woodcut of the author, described by

him as "fierce--but not ill" served as the frontispiece to

the novel. 48 In 1872 Kate Beaumont was issued in book form-
by J. R. Osgood and Company. The novel was crudely illus

trated and cheaply printed. 49

The critical response to the pUblications must have

been gratifying to De Forest. Kate Beaumont was particularly

praised. De Forest wrote to E. P. Church, editor of The

Galaxy:

I am under great obligations to you and your
critic for The Galaxy review of "Kate Beaumont."

My vanity, perhaps, leads me to consider it just
50but I am able also to see that it is very generous.

Howells of The Atlantic is emphatic in his praise of De

Forest:

With "Miss Ravenel's Conversion" and "Overland,"
"Kate ,Beaumont" forms, to our mind strong proof that
we are not so much lacking in an American novelist as
in a pUblic to recognize him.51

48
Hagemann, "J. W. De Forest and the Galaxy ••• "

~. £!1., p. 188.

49Ibid •-
50!W.., p. 189.

51"Recent Literature," ~ Atlantic Monthly, XXIX
(March, 1872), p. 365.
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In any event the following two years con-

52
Hagemann, J. !. ~ Forest ~~ American Scene, ••

. , ~. ill., p. 38.-

pUblishing profusely, and enjoying some applause of critics--

these might well have earned De Forest a period of reprieve

from his labor.

novel, as De Forest informs Howells in an enthusiastic letter

of September 22, 1874, he sold his second satire, Playing

!h! Mischief, which began serialization in 1874. Honest

~~ was published in volume form. De Forest arranged

for the book pUblication of Playing ~ Mischief immediately

after the conclusion of its serial pUblication.

The year 1875 marked the apex of De Forest's liter

Finding pUblishers comparative1y successfully,

stltute a period of inactIvity. He pUblished only one short

story, one article, and three poems.

-
novel, ~ Wetherel Affair. In JUQy,1873, The Atlantic

Monthly, under the editorship of De Forest's patron, Howells,

began serializing Honest John ~, a scathing satire of the

contemporary scene. Following close upon the heels of this

,'I This is warm praise for an author who remained largely un

established. However the books did not receive acclaim by

the reading public and, like De Forest's previous novels,

did not sell well--though they were priced very low. 52

Apparently De Forest had less difficulty in selling

his works to periodicals, for from December, 1872, to Janu

ary, 1874, ~ Galaxy pUblished in serial his second mystery

i
I

~ ary oareer.
!

i
'1~

..~
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During this period of prophetically inactive pub-
.

lication l De Forest again expressed his desire to secure

employment other than writing. He asked Howells to write

a letter to President Hayes in De Forest's behalf request

ing a foreign assignment. De Forest wrote: til have various

reasons for it--sanitary !i.1il, financial, a desire to re

vive my languages, a need of new scenes to awaken my wits."53

No matter what qualifications the author" possessed or what

attempts he made to obtain a position, he secured no assign-

ment.

In 1878 the author was again 'primed and ready for

publication. In June, 1878, Harper and Brothers published

his novel Justine's Lovers. This novel, written in a decidedly

modified style of the then current sentimental fashion, con

tained his last treatment in a novel of the Washington scene.

De Forest gives a reason for publishing this novel anony

mously.

"Justine's Lovers" was an attempt to imitate the
ordinary "woman's novel." Not a critic in the U.S.
questioned the sex of the writer; I looked over all
the reviews sent to Harpers in order to see if this
would be so .54

The change in the author's writing from the politi-

53Letter from John William De Forest to William Dean
Howells, March 1, 1877.

54Hagemann, J. W. De Forest and the American Scene,
~. ill., p. 44, see-footnote 82.



I

;1: was serialized in ~ Atlantic from April, 1879, to November,

55
~., p. 44.
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finally, De Forest was finding it necessary or advantageous-

either by a serious endeavor or by an experiment--to appeal

., to the masses of readers whom he disliked intensely.

Certainly an author ought to write of what he knows;

\ De Forest might have learned that after his publication of

Overland. He did return to his experiences as a youth in

,:,i Syria for the basis of his next book. Irene ~ Missionary

31cal satire of his previous two novels to the romantic vein

c. of Justine I s Lovers indica'te three things. He was no longer

J'devoting himself to the genre of the political novel. The

c, era of his interest and focus upon the contemporary politi

(' cal scene was ending. (He wrote the last of f1 ve short

stories dealing with political corruption in 1878.) And

:
:~1879. Hagemann writes that he was "playing the book market

I

,Ii to the hilt" by imi tating again a woman novelist pretending
I

\
o~ to be a returned missionary. In 1881 De Forest again tried

I

3~material he had experienced as the foundation for a book.
I

9~Returning to the Reconstruction days and South Carolina,
:}

s1 he wrote ~ Bloody Chasm. This book did not sell any better

1· or gather any more readers than his previous one. 55

After 1881 De Forest virtually ceased publishing.

He had pUblished enormously and persistently. The critical
.~

':{



,j notice he had received was slight; the sale o~ his books

, was small. At the age o~ ~ifty-one, he had to be satisfied

with what little impression he had made in the literary

Harper and Brothers refused to sell

Un~ortunately the neglect was to increase• • •

wrote "your appreciation thaws out a heart frozen by neg
,,56lect

~ Wetherel Affair.

56Croushore, Q£. £11., pp. 375 f.

57~., see footnote 71.

rights to Irene ~ Missionary, ~ Beaumont, Overland and

In his retirement De Forest attempted to prepare a uniform

edition of his works. In 1884 he obtained the pUblication
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with the inactivity of the coming years, and the freeze of

literary oblivion was to have even fewer occasions to melt.

In a letter to Howells o~ March 11, 1879, De Forest

world.

their copyrights unless he bought the remaining copies they

had on hand of~ Ravenel, Playing ~ Mischief, and ~_

tine's Lovers. His plans were frustrated by his lack of

money.57

In June, 1886, De Forest told Howells that he had

written a novel called! Daughter £! 1Qil. De Forest wrote

that Howells' book Lemuel Barker seemed to "be taking the

same line o~ study," and that he wished to assure Howells

that he had not plagiarized. He wrote further that
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Prospects, by the wa~, are discouraging. ~ Century
professes to be full-for years to come. The Atlantic
has three or four serials. Harper's kept the manu
script six weeks agg decided they can't make room for
it till 1888 •••

Nothing more is known of this novel.

At the age of sixty-one De Forest completed a new

novel. He had difficulty finding a pUblisher. He sent the

novel, ! Lover's Revolt, to ~ Century which returned it

to him. Not until 1898 was De Forest--again through the aid

of his friend Howells--able to find a Publisher. 59 Despite

favorable reviews, the book did not sell well. 60

In 1887 Howells wrote De Forest:

I've talked with a good many people about you, and
wherever I've met a sound, well-read man, he had read
you and liked you. I spoke of~ Ravenel from my
vivid recollection of twenty-one years ago, but I know
I'm not mistaken about it. I may be mistaken in think
ing that your books in a uniform edition would succeed
now; but I do believe the ~ublic has been growing
towards your kind of work. al

With this encouragement, De Forest again attempted to pro

duce a uniform edition of his volumes. Again he made an

offer to Harper and Brothers. On May 14, 1887, the pub-

58Letter from John William De Forest to 'William Dean
Howells,June 24, 1886.

59Letter from John William De Forest to William Dean
Howells, September 16, 1898.

60Hagemann, .Q.l2.. ill., p. 56.

61Letter from William Dean Howells to John William
De Forest, September 2, 1887.
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rl lishing house relinquished its control of .~ Ravenel's

~" Oonversion, Playing ~ Mischief, and Justine t s Lovers--.-.1,

62all for seventy-five dollars. The project was never com-

'! pleted.

In 1890 De Forest wrote Howells that he was doing

"nothing not even trying to pUblish," and continued that his

mind was "drying up." During this period, he corresponded

with Howells, read avidly the works of Howells, of Zola, and

of Tolstoy, but wrote very little. He seemed to believe the

l inadequate copyright laws were responsible in great part for

his financial need. His lack of popularity he seemed to

attribute to women readers--the majority of the reading

~. public--and their inferior tastes. 63

In the last years of his life, he persisted in at

~ tempting to commemorate his family and his work. In 1900
!

q he pUblished a genealogical history of his family, ~ ~

~~ Forests 2f Avesnes. Finally, in a state of invalidism,641
,d he began collecting for pUblication the poems he had writ

!
j

,~ ten as a younger man. ~ Downing Legends: Stories i£ Rhyme

appeared in 1901. In 1902 Poems: Medley ~ Palestina ap

peared--the last volume pUblished during his life. On

62
Croushore, ~. £11., p. 376, see footnote.

63Letter from John William De Forest to William
Dean Howells, May 5, 1890.

64
Hagemann, ~. £11., p. 57.
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Can it be, by some chance, that I was a great man
once for a little while and missed knowing it •••
If so, I hope the thing will yet come to light
publicly,--say a century or two hence. 65

65Letter from John William De Forest to William Dean
Howells, January 24, 1887.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

OF THE WASHINGTON SCENE

Washington during the years of 1869-1878 provided

John William De Forest with the scene and content of three

novels: Honest ~~, Playing ~ Mischief, and Jus

tine's Lovers. The stories of the first.two books cannot

be separated from the political and social environment of

the capital. In fact their value lies as much in their

c political criticism as in their liter~ry merit and their

ability to entertain. Of the three novels Justine's Lovers

depends least upon the political scene for its plot. Yet

this story has much of its setting in Washington and does

': not escape the political overtones that characterize De

/' i Fore s t 's wri ting during the se years.

To read the novels is almost to read the journalism

t.q of that period or a history book re-creating the moral in-
1

~rl stability, the ensuing political scandals, and the hysterical
I

Ollj social scene. In Honest~~ De Forest treats the un-

if,tl qualified politician of his day and his corruptness, re

flecting through him the scandals of the era. Playing ~

Mischief portrays the immoral lobby so influential during

Grant's administration. Although the romantic form of

Justine's Lovers places it almost beyond the limits of a
.J
~ -28-
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,

political novel, the book does present a study of economics

and its influence on a particular life. 'In each instance

De Forest reveals the political, cultural, and economic

factors that would affect the characters in their respec-

tive periods.

De Forest is a craftsman in his selection of inci-

dents and situations, as well as in their arrangement in

perspective. The central idea of Honest John Vane and Play

~ the Mischief is the foremost problem of the day--cor

ruption. He houses his plots in the most flagrant examples

of the time; then he explores their influence in the govern-.

nlent and the electorate, in the society and the individual

being. Since he concentrates primarily upon the problems

of federal government, one must know the imbroglios of the

Grant administration; since the quality of government must

have some rapport with the populace, he explores the populace

of the times; and since the citizenry is an aggregate of

beings, he examines the morals of individual persons through

stereotypes. To appreciate in full De Forest's novels, con-

aequent1y, a familiarity with the nature and problems of

the national government, with the morals and social scene

of 1869-1877 is necessary.

When Ulysses S. Grant became President in 1869,

he entered an iron-clad Republican regime that dominated
;:~

~ government until 1885. Since Lincoln's assassination the
v;
n
f'
~'r

11
$:
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announcement of his cabinet, selected without advice or

On

History books and newspapers recite page after page

of scandals perpetrated during this administration.

consultation, shocked the nation and emphasized that he

1~ Nation, X (February 24, 1870), p. 114.
2

Claude G. Bowers, The Tragic Era (Cambridge:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929), p. 26~

he had exercised in military affairs.

lacked the judgment in making political appointments that

De Forest is accurate in the political tone he

.., creates in Honest i..2h!l~ and Playing ~ Mischief, for

m the Grant administration was dogged by unfortunate inci

One of the first misfortunes was the

own discretion entirely and win the support of the people

! or submit to the decisions of the machine and have the sup-

~ dency and Judiciary, directly or otherwise; and emerged the

) controlling force in government. ~ Nation reported that

under such circumstances Grant had two choices: follow his

f increased its influence; curtailed the powers of the Presi-

II iron-clad party machine l~d by Thaddeus S~evens, and later

j~ by Roscoe Conkling, Oliver P. Morton, and Zachariah Chandler
I

port of the politicians. He did neither; instead he tried

to compromise the two alternatives and lost the opportunity

! he had to break a "bad" system, the Republican machine. l

~ dents and scandals.

~
I

i
'. eJ

death of General John A. Rawlins, perhaps the only trusted

adviser devoted unselfishly to the President. 2 Grant's

J
i

"j
!oJ,

!
;~

1~

lJ
-I
~
~!



" 3John D. Hicks, The American ~tion: A ~istor~ Qf
the United States~ 1865 to Present f3rd ed.,; Cambridge:

R Houghton Mifflin Oompany, 19~), p. 47.
~ 4v Bowers, ~. £11., p. 276.
~.,;

jUdged guilty of nothing but extreme innocence and politi

cal naivete. 4 Fiske and Gould are excellent examples of

.
tary of the Treasury, gave orders to sell government gold

and the price fell immediately, resulting in disaster for

-31-

j I September 24, 1869, occur~ed the infamous "gOld conspiracy. II

lie; Jay Gould and Jim Fisk conceived the idea of cornering the

many businesses and concluding the stock market panic. The

President and his immediate family were implicated; but

despite strong criticism and pUblic censure, Grant was

," gold market, driving the prices to great heights, then placing

their cache of gold on the market--thus making enormous

i profits. 3 The scheme was initiated. From September 20 to

September 24 the price of gold rose exorbitantly from 140

to l63i. On the morning of September 24, Boutwell, Secre-

the corrupt influences on government, and the success of

;~ such unscrupulous plans as the "Black Friday" affair gives

t~ insight into the moral depravity of the times. Though the
i

~1 actual presence of Gould and Fiske may be seen in Honest

~, i.Qlm. Vane only in such phrases as "public defaulters," the

l~ incident"which they promoted is illustrative of the actual
[

ttj tone in government, a tone which De Forest, in his allegory
'il

:1



J as an example of one of the many topics a Congressman needed

6
~., p. 299.

De Forest uses this situation in _H~o_n_e_s_t~~

5~., pp. 296-300.

Whereas De Forest uses the previous intrigues, which

are largely implied and suggested, to merely cement his

case against corruption, in Honest~~ he dramatizes

extensively the Credit Mobilier scandal as the most infamous

lobbying.

7John William De Forest, Honest John Vane (New
Haven: Richmond & Patten, 1875), po 37. --------
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ci and generalization, reproduces with remar~able authenticity.

The Cuban policy and the Santo Domingo treaty are

,): other situations which motivated De Forest to write politi

) cal novels. BQ1ierS writes that speculators diverted Grant

" "from the thought of Cuba to the black republic." 5 A treaty

_ arranged by Babcock in 1869 ignoring the advice of the State

L Department proposed that the United States purchase the

Republic of Santo Domingo for $1,500,000. The negotiation

disregarded the isolation policy endorsed by the government

as well as the popular sentiment of the Dominicans. 6 The

attempted annexation failed despite the President's personal

J to understand to perform judiciously. The questions of Cuban

policy and the treaty of San Domingo are treated as two of

j the many problems which fuse to form the political back

ground and climate of Washington. 7
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11 fraud of the Washington scene. Congress h;ad donated a right

c' of way across public land to the Union Pacific and the
I

C' Central Pacific railways in order that the companies might

~. construct a badly needed transcontinental line. Between

1 1865 and 1869 (during which time the project was to be com

pleted), other benefits were granted. In terms of legis-

t lation the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific stood to
. 8

get twenty-million acres and $60,000,000 in loans.

Both railroads employed construction companies to

" do' the construction. The Contract and Finance Company was

- employed by the Central Pacific. The 'contracts for the Union

1 Pacific were let by the Credit Mobilier of America, a com-

~ pany organized and owned by the stockholders of the Union

~ Pacific. Actually the Oredit Mobilier was only a front
,
i

~ organization designed to enable some of the Union Pacific
,
I

~ stockholders to handle the money again and drain off enor-

oJ mous profits from the construction contracts. 9 This organi

)~ zation oharged #73,000,000 £or construction that cost in

)~ reality $50,000,000. 10 The continuance of such flagrant

graft was dependent upon railway legislation and, conse

quently, upon a sympathetic populace and the good will of

8
T. Harry Williams, Richard N. Current, and Frank

Freidel, AHistory of ~ Upited States Since 1865 (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), p. 52.

ft:~ 9Hicks , .QJ2.. ill., p. 49.
10

Williams !!~, ~. £11., p. 53.



Mobilier stock had been given Oakes Ames for distribution

The
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committee maintained that Ames--of no political signifi-

had no corrupt motives in buying or receiving stock.

cance--was guilty of selling stocks to bribe and that Leader

of the House Brooks14_-the only Democrat in the group--was

1

~I the Oongress.

Late in 1872, during the Presidential election,

[ among the members of Oongress for the purpose of securing

, rumors were circulated concerning the situation. Follow

~ ing the elections the ~~~ gave actual voice to

,; the accusations. ll A Oongressional investigation was de

l manded and the inquiry began. On January 9, 1873, the

Nation reports that the investigation was made pUblic and

12previous testimony made available to the press.

Mr. H. S. McOomb testified that 375 shares of Oredit

llLingley, ~. £ii., p. 41.

12~ Nation, XVI (January 9, 1873), p. 17.

13~., (January 16, 1873), p. 33.

14~., (February 27, 1873), p. 141.

£ legislative interest. Ames testified further that between

t'l April, 1866, and December, 1868, the stock paid a total of

Ii 1,505% to the holders: 715% in Union Pacific stock, 730% in
I

:
r first mortgage bonds and 60% in cash. 13

The Poland Oommittee concluded that Oongressmen

eJ Blaine, Dawes, Schofield, Bingham, Kelley, and Garfield
I

:Cl
i

", "J
''''1

:j



I Patterson; Ames and Brooks were condemned by resolutions of

l5Bowers, ~. £!l., p. 398.

l6The Nation, XVI (March 6, 1873), p. 157.

l7Lingley, ~. ~., p. 45.

l8Williams ~~, ~. £il., p. 109.

J, the House. An attempt to impeach Vice-President Colfax

f (whose behavior had been evasive and whose defense had

been transparent) failed. The situation was at an end,

an end most unsatisfactory to the Nation and to John Wil

liam De Forest.

At the close of Grant's first term Congress passed,

) on March 3, 1873, an act doubling the annual salary of the

President (increasing the amount to ~~50,000, the first in-

) crease since Washington's administration); raising the Chief

Justice's salary to $10,500; the Speaker of the House and

the other Justices, to $10,000. 16 The members of Congress

were to receive an addition of $2,500 retroactive for two

-35-

cj guilty of betraying "the government as a director of the
·""'1

), Union Pacific. ,,15 Action was taken in the Senate against,

I

.~ years. The pUblic, incensed by the Credit Mobilier affair--

~ an attitude reflected by De Forest--were severely critical
I

o~ of this salary grab act. 17 The action is defended by his-
I

jH torians,18 but Congress responded to the pressure of the
I

o~ citizens and in the session of 1874 repealed all of the bill
1
:1

...~
;
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~I excepting the clauses pertaining to the P1'esident and

, Supreme Court Justices. 19·

The second te1'm of Grant repeats again and again

the corruption so indicted by De Forest in his novels. In

1874 the Treasury Department wes revealed to be riddled with

corruption. In May, the Ways and Means Committee unearthed

the fact that John D. Sanborn, under contract to the Treasury,

collected $427,000 of overdue taxes, and kept 50% of the sum

for commission. Secretary of Treasury Richardson resigned

to escape censure. The following Secretary of Treasury,

Benjamin H. Bristow, initiated an investigation of the ac

tions or a "Whiskey Ring," rumored to have existed for

;: several yea1's,20 and revealed John McDonald, internal rev

enue officer, as the leader. Both Grant and his private

sec:reta:ry, General Orville E. Babcock, had received expen-

sive gifts from McDonald and had been his guests. When it

was revealed that Babcock was even more deeply involved in

the crimes; Grant defended Babcock and appointed him to

another office.~l Secretary Bristow resigned during 1876

in disgust.:C~

19The Nation, XVIII (January 15, 1874), p. 33.
20Lingley, Ope cit., p. 46.

21Williams et al, £E. cit., p. 109.
22

Hicks, ~. cit., p. 51.
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still the corruption was not finished. The sordid

, details and tedious repetition make one point clear: no

matter how many literary critics label De Forest's criti

cism as too vehement, the reality certainly justifies his

fervor. The final scandals-of the Washington scene--although

not used in his books--furnished De Forest with examples for

his dolorous picture of national affairs.

The Belknap expose is particularly important to

understand the validity of De Forest's novels, for it in-

volves a woman of the era, Mrs. Belk~ap. Secretary of War,

William W. Belknap received his appointment as a result of

a favor he had done for one of Grant's relatives. In Wash-

ington his first wife died, and Belknap married her beautiful

and socially adept sister. 23 By arrangement of the first

wife, Calbe P. Marsh, according to testimony, had been of

fered a post-tradership at Ft. Sill. He was told by the

previous Mrs. Belknap to "make some arrangement" with Evans,

the agent he would replace. Evans paid Marsh $12,000 a year

to keep the post. Marsh shared this extortion with Secre

tary Belknap; and through the fees paid his wife, Belknap

received a total of $24,450. Belknap had apparently prepared

for the "traffic in post-traderships" when he had procured

legislation to remove .such appointments from General of the

23Bowers, ~. £11., p. 470.
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i.1 Army, with consent of officers on posts, aJ;ld added them

);; to his own duties. Additionally the Secretary was accused

, of having obtained $90,000 from a fraudulent contract for

erecting headstones for National Soldiers' Oemeteries. 24

Although Belknap was permitted by Grant to resign, impeach-

ment proceedings were begun, but, as the Nation reports, the

, Belknap case was finished in a manner "satisfactory to nobody

, except Belknap and his counsel.,,25 The funds obtained by

fraud had aided in making Mrs. Belknap one of the most fash-

J ionable women of~iashington and provided De Forest with an

~ example of the "women of the time."

Henry Adams wrote of the post-Oivil War era, "No

period so thoroughly ordinary had been known in American

G politics since Ohristopher Oolumbus first disturbed the

balance of American society.,,26 Oertainly a review of the

~ corruption tends to support this opinion, and De Forest

focuses his satire on the evils of government, for, in truth,

little can be seen of constructive politics in this period.

De Forest in his use of the political scene reminds

24
~ Nation, XXII (March 9, 1876), p. 151.

25~ Nation, XXIII (August 3, 1879), p. 65.
26Quoted in, Foster Rhea DUlles, The United States

Since 1865 (Ann Arbor: The University of MIChigan Press,
?u 1959), p. 89.

t!
~~.
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r j his readers that he was a good historian.~7 He deals very

: acourately with the occurrences of his time. Obviously,

however, he could not include every incident occurring from

1869-1877 even in three novels and still satisfy the require

ments of this particular form. Consequently he focuses his

attention primarily on the federal government in' Washington,

D.C. Such incidents concerning the federal government as

the Emma Mine affair28 must pass unnoticed by the author by

virtue of their distance from the Washington scene. Other

scandals of national note such as the Tweed scandal,29 be

cause they are municipal and state problems, must go with

only the slightest mention.

De Forest's treatment of history in his books 1s

most inclusive. The major scandals used as plot material

in Honest~~ and Playing ~ Mischief he disguises

thinly, but explores their ramifications extensively and

explicitly. In Honest John~ he exploits intrigues char

acteristic of the many scandals of lesser importance in the

Washington scene. Examples of this are his use of the

27See John William De Forest's History 2£~ Indians
2! Connecticut, 1851.

28This scandal involved the Emma silver mine; Robert
C. Schenck, minister to England, encouraged British invest
ments. See ~ Nation, XVII (December, 1873), p. 402.

29The Tweed ring was the infamously corrupt ring
that controlled Tammany Hall through 1872. For extensive
information see Hicks, ~. £1l., pp. 84 f.
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franking privilege30 and the mention of the sale of cadet

ships.jl Only in Honest~~ does the author interject

situations in the first person; he mentions so many scandals

that he appears determined to itemize as many incidents as

possible.

Oivil Service reform plays a role in all three

novels, but 1s emphasized most in Playing the Mischief and

Justine's Lovers. Economic factors underlie all three novels

but become most obvious in his last novel. Justine's fortune

was lo,st as the indirect result of unsound speculation. The
r,

econOmic situation of her family and'its class motivates the

story. Throughout his treatment of the political and eco

nomic influences in Washington, De Forest illustrates his

astute powers of observation. He writes with the concise

ness of a journalist, the accuracy of an historian, and the

poignancy of a novelist.

Social criticism abounds in De Forest's novels. In

Honest~~ the social scene exerts great influence, for

it is instrumental in the corruption of the title character.

De Forest depicts the Washington scene and its ramifications

30The franking privilege permitted Oongressmen to
send mail without postage. See DictionarY of American His-

, torY and ~ Nation, XVI (January 30, 1873)-;-p. 66. -

31The sale of cadetships was a corrupt practice used
by corrupt legislators to obtain funds. See The Nation, X
(ll'ebruary 24, 1870), pp. 113 f. -
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most thoroughly in Playipg the Mischief •. The genteel tradi-

tion approximated in Justine's Lovers places an emphasis upon.

Washington society unlike that found in the other novels and

magnifies the importance of' social aspects. Consequently an

examination of the social panorama in Washington from 1869-

1878 is pertinent to this study.

Society at this time is most characterized by his

tory and De Forest by artificiality and extravagance. The

Atlantic Monthly of the time writes "The great artificial
I

capital of the country is Washington, and a more artificial
I

one co~ld not well be imagined.,,32 The unreality of the

soc1al activities stemmed from two sources. Following the

Civil War the Southern aristocrats that had dominated soci-

ety previously were replaced by the industrial nouveau

riche. 33 With the disappearance of the Southern aspect of

society had gone much of the permanent activity, grece, and

dignity of the fashionable world.34 During the Seventies,

Washington had no commerce, trade, or manufecturing--it was

entirely dependent upon its political population for its

32"Washington Society," The Atlantic Monthly, XL
(December, 1877), p. 653. ---

33James H. Whyte, The Uncivil War (New York:
. Twayne Publishers, 1958), P:-183.

34Eugene Lemoine Didier, "The Wa shingt on Sea son,"
Lippincott's Magazine, V (April, 1870), pp. 430-433.



35"Washington Society," ~ Atlantic Monthly, .Ql?. ill.,
p. 654.

36Didier, .Ql?. £!l., 430-433.

37Whyte, .Ql?. £11., p. 179.

38"Washington Society," ~ Atlantic Monthly, .2.l2..
p. 654.

39Bowers, .2.l2.. £11., p. 243.

ill· ,

the Georgetown Road, to the Soldiers Home, or in Rock Oreek

Park. 39 The Presidential stables contained--in addition to

Grant's fine horses--a tandem, barouche, top buggy, pony
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.1 life. 35 Thus society was. predominantly official, transi

tory, and artificial. The social season coordinated with

the Oongressional session lasting approximately from Ohrist

mas to Lent. 36 The brevity of the period was more than

compensated for by the intensity of the fashionable whirl.

As to extravagance, Whyte writes that "'conspicuous

consumption' was never so greatly admired and respected in

Washington as in the era of President Grant." The ostenta

tion is illustrated in the architecture of the period. Sen

ator Stewart of Nevada built an octangular castle sporting

a tower and cupola; James G. Blaine paid $85,000 to build a

mansion. 37 ~ Atlantic Monthly reported in 1877 that the

one common extravagance was "10comotion.",38 Fashion had a

weakness for this display. Splendid "equipages" with matched

horses, splendid harness, coachmen in liveries paraded on
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phaeton, roadwagon, and a sulky.40 One look at Godey's

Ladies Book reveals the lavish and expensive costumes of

the time. Mrs. Blaine records purchasing a black shawl for

$75, wearing $300 of black lace over her dress, and realiz

ing that the ha ir style she had envisioned would cost

$1,000.41 The ostentation of the period was epitomized in

this manner: women wore

lace whose intricate design, over the pale shimmer of
some perfectly tinted silk beneath, represents the
labor of a lifetime, wearing necklaces and tiaras of
diamonds, where the great stones set in frosty flo4al
splendor seem to throb with a spirit of their own. 2

De Forest's criticism seems 'to be this: to make a

display of wealth is evil if one cannot honestly afford

it. Washington was a center of enormous extravagance; much

of this extravagance was beyond the financial means of the

people; corrupt methods were used to obtain funds from the

government to support the display: the ostentation itself

was immoral. De Forest's idea that the excess of the era

was a par't of the corrupt spoils system is present in Honest

John Va~ when greed for social position contributes to the

corruption of the title character. The idea is continued

40Whyte, Ope cit., p. 95.

41Letters of Mrs. James G. Blaine, ed. Harriet s.
Blaine Beale (New York: Duffield-& Company, 1908), I,
pp. 68, 76.

42"Llfe at the National capital," Lippincott's Maga
~, XII (1873), p. 659.
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through Playing the Mischief: Josephine Murray plunders the

, Treasury in order to live lavishly. Justine's Lovers illus

trates a reversal of the situation. corrupt governmental

practices have been corrected, and the results are harsh

and inhuman. Justine cannot earn enough to live. Thus the

criticism, in one form or another, runs through all three

books.

The journalists of the time substantiate De Forest's

ideas. Secretary of State Fish was not condemned for spend

ing $75,000 a year for entertainment, for his honesty and

integrity iwas unquestionable, and he' could afford it. Bel-

knap, however, was a spoilsman and his extravagances were

well known. In 1876 the Galaxy wrote that the newspapers

generally agreed "that the love of display in Washington"

was the cause of the Secretary of War's downfall. His situ

ation was not the only one attributed to this cause, for

Hamilton wr it es, "It is extra vaga nce, socia 1 ext ra vaga nce ,

that is dragging down our public men.,,43

Washington's official society was based on tradi

tional forms through which the ostentation was displayed.

One of the requisites of society was the reception.44 The

43Gail Hamilton, "The Display of Washington Society,"
The Galaxy, XXI (June, 1876), pp. 762-775.

44"washington Society," ~ Atlantic Monthly, ~.
ill., p. 653.
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otticia I recept ions were "morning" recept ions, held between

two and five-thirty o'clock. On Mondays wives of the Su-

preme Court Justices were at home to callers; on Tuesdays,

Mrs. Grant's reception; Wednesdays, wives of the Cabinet

members; Thursday, the Senate's; and Fridays, the Army and

Navy.45 These receptions often assumed the form of "kettle

drums" at which a buffet of rum punch, Mocha, cakes and

oysters were served.46 Such an occasion, often attended by

enormous crowds dressed elaborately, required a large house

(appropriately decorated), servants, and (at the more in'por

ta nt affa 11's) ent erta inment.47

Lippincott's MagaZine suggests that wives and daugh

ters of the officials regarded the machinery of state as

existing solely to sustain them in their brilliant rounds of

fashion. Further they seemed to believe their husbands'

popularity and continuance of power depended upon their

"faithful performance of what is considered to be social

duty •• ~,,48 One duty that taxed their persistence and

endurance was the paying and returning of calls. This was

45Whyte, £E. cit., p. 184. 46Didier, £E. cit., p. 430.

47Letters of Mrs. Blaine, Q£. cit., p. 105. Mrs.
Blaine wrote to her-son Walker tha~they had a reception for
the press attended by over a hundred people. "Everything to
eat and drink that money could buy, fine music from the band
and a good time altogether."

48"Life at the National Capital," Lippincott's lVfaga
~, Ope cit., p. 657.



bad made enemies among the Senators I 'wives. 5l

The dinners of the period seem equally sumptuous.

Didier characterizes them as consisting of two rows of black,

relieved at intervals by jewels and gay dresses. Many epi-

curean dishes were served. The conversation consisted of

little other than politics. 52 This political use of the

dinner party is revealed by Lippincott's Magazine: "diplo

macy is carried on by dining, every party has a political



purpose l every civility a double meaning.,,53

The descriptions ef the great ball's illustrate the

extortionate lavishness of the period. Beginning at mid

night and lasting until dawn, they resembled Aztec revels.

Chandeliers were wreathed with vine l mantels covered with

moss, and tables bedded in violsts. Vases overflowed with

flowers, a flower-covered lattice concealed the orchestra,

and white orchids encircled fern covered fountains. Gold l

silver, and crystal glittered on the buffet offering terra-

pin l truffl~, spiced meats, salads l pastries l and choice

fruits. Guests chose from champagne punch, a frozen con
I

coction l or claret in a sculptured bowl of ice. The atmos-

phere was one of enchantment where gorgeous colors, blazing

jewels, and bare bosoms pulse through the wafting perfume

and murmur of music. 54

Such were the forms and extravagances of the Wash

ington scene from 1869-1877. The society took pride in its

gross exhibitionism--en exhibitionism based in coarseness

and. corruption. Not only De Forest censured the social

panorama; Gail Hamilton wrote in 1876:

There has never been any society in America
whose average of culture and morality has been so
low as that of Washington during the past six years. 55

53"Life at the National Capital l " Lippincott 's Maga
£2. ~., p. 651-662.

54
~., p. 659.

55Hamilton, ££. cit., pp. 762-775.



However, De Forest did more than merely c~iticize the

, scene. He wrote in Honest ~~, described in Playing

the Mischief, and intimated in Justine's Lovers that elec-
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56The Nation, XVII (October 9, 1873), pp. 328 f.

57John William De Forest, Playing ~ Mischief (New
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1875), p. 27.York:

tion of officials of good breeding and education was the

Ambition and extravagance are the dominant char-

acteristics of De Forest's woman of the period. He writes

The woman of our day is fascinated by the mere idea of
lavishing money in profusion. Doubtless the reason is
not far to seek; it is no longer her business to earn,
but merely to spend; she has ceased to be a producer,
and becomes merely a consumer. 57

Realizing that De Forest feels that the fault of woman is

the product of a society and not of an individual, it be

comes apparent that De Forest did not re-create one woman

answer to the problem. With the parvenu in control there

was little hope, except in education. Again he reflected

of the time, but that he developed a stereotype which re

flected the actual weaknesses of a society.

The social scene of Washington included in its pan-

ideas of the press. ~ Nation states that:

The waste of money on sensual enjoyment, as the pro
duction of hideous furniture, jewelry, or barbarous
display has to be checked ••• by the rich man's
superiprity to these things and his own repugnance
for thgm; and this can only be inspired by educa
tion.5

i
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~I orama an element most unlike that of the fashionable circle.

D Reform movements to improve the conditions in prisons, the

situation of the insane, and the status of the indigent were

initiated. The well-being of children grew in importance,

, as did the humane treatment of animals. In 1874 the Woman's

) Ohristian Temperance Union was founded, and Frances E. Wil-

lard led a campaign for educational instruction and pUblic

awareness. Though little progress was made in government,

humanistic reform was getting results.

(This period was the beginning of the feminist move

ment th~t became so strong in the nineties. The fourteenth

and fifteenth amendments had intensified the woman's demand

for equal suffrage. Wyoming had given women equal political

rights in 186958 which whetted the demands of such leaders

as Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Oady Stanton. In 1871 a

, national convention for women advocating female suffrage met

in Washington and sent a request to the House Judiciary Oom

mittee seeking their support. Victoria Woodhull appeared at

the hearing with her hair clipped and wearing a woman's busi

ness suit sporting mannish coat-tails. 59 Susan B. Anthony

was tried in the U. S. Oircuit Oourt for voting in a congres

sional election. JUdge Hunt found her guilty and sentenced

58Lingley, ~. £11., p. 455.

59Whyte, ~. £11., p. 196.
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her to a $100 fine. He ~efused to send her to jail until

her fine was paid. So she was "left out in the cold,

instead of enjoying martyrdom in jail. 1I60 Jane Swisshelm,

dressed in bloomers, had been a Union propagandist and was

an ardent supporter of female suffrage. A former Army sur

geon, Dr. Mary Walker was a well-known Washington figure

wearing a man's frock coat and trousers. She was a suffra-

gette, Spiritualist, and novelist. SUch women are clearly

depicted in Playing the Mischief.

W~~en were entering professions and vocations. News
)

paper correspondents such as Gail Hamilton and Mary Clemmer

Ames wrote for important papers and were respected. Unfor

tunately for women in search of employment, opportunities

were few and salaries very small. Secretary Chase had em-

ployed women to trim currency during the war. They received

$50 a month and were obliged to pay much of this for room

and board. Newspaper girls received as little as $6 a week. 6l

Despite progress, the age of mass female employment was still

in the future.

Much of this effort of suffrage, reform, and employ

ment was treated as feminine theatrics. Here again De Forest

demonstrates the spirit of the newspapers and cartoons.

60~ Nation, XVI (June 26, 1873), p. 426.
61Whyte, ~. £1l., p. 197.
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While he scathes the soci~l spoilator, he.drew a tongue-in

cheek 'portrait of the reformer. Even to the spoils queen,

the bloomer and the suffragette were a bit revolting and had

no more significance than curiosities. These emancipated

women wore men's clothes and usurped men's professions, but

they could not contend with their feminine instincts and

emotions. Though intently interested in political reform,

De Forest's Victorian attitude toward feminine equality was

one of mild amusement, which was also the tone of the press

at the t1~e.
I

De Forest's treatment of the young woman forced to

find employment is more serious. In Justine's Lovers a

wealthy fashionable young woman of the aristocratic class

suddenly became poor. Unprepared as she was, she had to

contend with the problems of the middle class. She could

not find employment in Washington, for women in the same

position as she--many having less scruples--were far more

plentiful than the few opportunities for work which existed.

As the result of her background and the newly initiated

civil service reform, she was unprepared for government

employment. And could she have found work, the pitifully

small wage would have done little toward making her inde-

pendent. Here De Forest broached a new social problem: how

does the impoverished aristocrat contend with his situation?

, More important at this point, however, is De Forest's state-
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I

ifilment on civil service.

In Honest~~ and Playing ~ Mischief, the

,"author recommended vigorous civil service reform. Justine's

~ Lovers portrayed this reform, but the reform appeared unduly

severe and was treated unsympathetically. This poses a

problem: did De Forest's attitude tOlrerd the civil service

change after the reform was initiated? During this time the

author himself sought an appointment to a government office;

his request was not granted. Was he inconsistent? Had the

book app~ared between 1869-1876, one might think De Forest
I

was using his customary irony, but thi's was not the situation.

I, Justine's Lovers was pUblished in 1878, after the Hayes' civil

service reform had begun.

The explanation appears to be this: Justine's Lovers

~. is a novel in the genteel tradition written in the first per-

z son. To be a success the readers had to sympathize with the

~\ woes of the heroine. This sympathy did not necessarily mean

ft that the reform was wrong in itself. Indeed De Forest him

~ self might have sympathized with Justine. One could not
i

8 gauge character, intellect, and breeding by a Civil Service
I

1 examination. Consequently a class of people most deserving
i

~were excluded because they lacked a few practical skills.
I
Finally De Forest might have used the exaggerated harshness

of the reform to satirize the limits of the reform. Though

~ the situation had improved, Lingley writes that Hayes seemed
'~1-

..,~~

N
-&1 '
?J-
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to have set standards "to. which he had not the courage to

, adhere.,,62 In summation, Justine's Lovers would appear to

express approbation for the progress, but disappointment in

the qualifications and limits of the change in Civil Service.

Another phase of the Washington scene was a particu-

lar fusing of the social and political worlds. A large

social lobby existed: Julian wrote "I have never seen such

lobbying before as we have had in the last few weeks.,,63

Sam Ward, reputedly king of the lobby, had represented an

important London banking firm for many years. 64 Collis P.

Huntington, representative of the Central Pacific Railway,

brought $200,000 to Washington and employed General Franchot

as a lobby agent. Lobbyists capitalized upon social position,

family background, general prestige and wealth as weapons of

its trade, and their methods contributed much to the extrava

gance of the capital. Lobbyists obtained extraordinary re-

suIts by entertaining congressmen at the fashionable res

taurants and gambling houses such as Welckers, Wormleys,

and Chamberlains. In 1871 Thomas A. Scott received a thir

teen million acre grant of land for the Texas Pacific Rail

road; Jay Cooke obtained forty-seven million acres for the

62Lingley, ~. £1l., p. 144.

63Bowers, ~. £11., p. 284. He quotes Julian's
manuscript diary, entry of May 8, 1870.

64~ Nation, XX (April, 1875), p. 271.



During this age of extravagance, corruption, and

• made asses of themselves under the influ-• •

65 8 4Whyte, ~. £11., pp. 1 0, 19 •

66Bowers, ~. £11., pp. 282, 197.

67"Sex in Politics," .TIllt Nation, XII {April 20,
p. 271.
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Northern Pacific in 1868. 65 During this .period lobbying

was little more than an attempt to gain spoils.

Women played an important role in the social lobby.

Business organizations offered employment to the feminine

sex through whose charms special legislation was prompted.

The lobbyists were attractive, fashionably dressed, intel

ligent, and captivating. The more financially secure and

daring ones took pretentious houses and entertained lavishly.

Others lived in the hotels and boarding houses, seeking

influence ~hrough these spheres. Vinnie Ream ~hrough her
I

lobbying and personal influence maintained an art studio

in the "basement of the Oapitol.,,66 This woman's special

area of spoilation was to receive from the government as-

"legislators

ence of what are called 'female charms,' but which ••• we

shall cali by its proper name, the sexual passion.,,67 Such

signments to produce objects of art. ~ Nation criticized

her appointment to create a statue to a man of public office;

lobbyists depended upon their personal influence to obtain

the desirable votes.
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~ special legislation the lobbyist worked for railroads and

17.' manufacturers, for high tariffs and hard money. Appropria

F tions were pushed for damages incurred to farms and planta-

tions during the war, for depredations on property committed

C by Indians, for payment of horses conscripted by the army,

for cemeteries for the "heroic" wa1" dead, for a wagon 1"oad

in Montana. Individual claims such as requests for pensions,

fo1" unpaid sala1"ies, and for otber compensation fill the

House Reports of the 42nd Congress and the "Report of Deci

sions of t.he Court of Claims" of the Senate Miscellaneous

Documents. Each Congress had a "new rabble at its heels."68

Nowhere is De Forest's accuracy and thoroughness

illustrated as well as in his p01"trayal and treatment of

the lobby. The activity oftbe social lobby is a pervading

fact in Playing tbe Mischief. De Forest exploited the prob

lem in deta il. In the cha ra ct er of "Jesse Coha n" in PIa ying

I the Mischief the image of Vinnie Ream was reproduced. In

Honest John Vane the typical suits in tbe Court of Claims

were itemized. The reader sees the lobby as it was.

Further, De Forest knew the function of a lobby.

He unde1"stood that properly a lobby should p1"ovide info1"ma

tion fo1" legislato1"S; that it w01"ked to secure committee

appointments; tbat indi1"ectly it functioned to (1) influence

68"Life at the National Capital," Lippincott's Maga
~, ~. cit., p. 658.
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nominations for office, (g) determine pri~ary and election

results, (3) influence legislators through their constitu

ents. In Honest~~ the influence of the lobby was

dramatized through each of these functions. De Forest il-

lustrated in scathing reality three characteristics of a

degenerate lobby: the lobby acted without restraint, camo

flaged its manipulations, and served its own selfish

interests.

The close of the Civil War had brought great opti

mism for the nation's future. Popular sentiment was con

vinced that lithe luxurious life and insidious tyranny"

prevalent immediately before the war was ended. Patriotic

intellectuals of the northern States had seen in the war

the sUbstitution of high ideals for the dominant commercial

interest. 69 Emerson saw the war approach liAs a frosty Octo-

ber, which shall restore the intellectual and moral power

of these languid and dissipated populations. 1I70 In 1870 the

Nation reported that the country was IInot suffering from

apathy. II Eagerness for energetic reform was intense, for

the excitement of the war was passed and people had turned

69Merle Curti, Growth of American Thought (New York:
l Harper & Brothers, PUblishers,:l934), p. 455.

1 70~., p. 456. Curti quotes from Journal of

.'1 Rali' \valdo Emerson (Oambridge: Houghton Mifflin Oompany,
191 , IX, p. 494.
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71"The Political Situation," ~ Nation, XI (Novem
1870), p. 344.

72"The Political Situation," ~ Nation, XXI (Sep
23, 1875), p. 192 •

73~ Nation, VIII (March 18, 1869), p. 205.

hopes.
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their attention to the world about them.~l The weaknesses

of the Grant era were an ironic climax for such sanguine

Yet the exorbitant corruption and distortionate

extravagance was not without basis or reason. Many who

had come to power after the war were men of average ability

(many corrupt) who had gained position by dexterous maneuvers

in a period of "management.,,72 Further, the firm grip of the

Republican dynasty upon government gave the officials of the

machine a continuity of security and an immunity of power

that was rarely threatened. The system of patronage and

spoilation that existed placed great influence (and tempta

tion) in the hands of the legislator which might be wielded

indiscriminantly.73 Such circumstances alone did not pro-

ber 24,

duce the political and social chaos, but must be related

to a basic attitude of society.

During the Reconstruction materialism was a dominant

interest of the society, and dishonesty permeated all levels

of government. The materialism reminds one of Thorstein
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Veblen's reflections, pa~ticularly those of his Theory of

, the Leisure Class. This class worked, but their labor was

predatory. They seized their wealth by force or chicanery.

They did so with the approval of the community, for the

society was wealthy enough to afford a non-productive group.

Further the working class admired their aggressiveness as

strength and ability. Hence hard work and honesty were not

admired; rather the lower classes sought to imitate their

superiors. This mimicry i'esulted in "conspicuous consump-
J

tion," a ctemonsti'ation of power. "In order to stand well
J

\

in t he eyes of the community," expla lned Veblen, "it is

necessary to come up to a certain, somewhat indefinite con

ventional standard of wealth ••• ,,74 This materialism

desci'ibed by De FOi'est and identified by Veblen had a cor

i'esponding influence on the political wOi'ld. The nouveaux

riches SUPPoi'ted their exti'Bvagances by corruption and des

poliation of the government. New members to the legislature-

either moved into line or suffered political censure. Honest

statesmen who refused to adjust suffered. Seemingly, the

materialism of society nourished flagrant ostentation and

encouraged the pollution of govei'nment.

Through the medium of the novel John William De

. Forest creates a pictui'e of the political, cultural, and

~ 74Robert L. Heilbroner, The worldlf PhilosophersJr (New York: Simon and Schuster, 196r), pp. 98 f.
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deconomic influences in Wa~hington between 1869 and 1878

'i; with a thoroughness and veracity that is remarkable. His

] probings into contemporary life did more than expose coarse

1 ness, VUlgarity, and knavery. He sought reform. Though he

despaired, he saw and implied what should be done. In answer

to the needs of the times, he would have had an educated

people--a public who would have elected a man :

whose sympathies and associations connect him
with the best social life of the country, who
belongs to its men of honor and intellect and
morality, who is familiar with its best political
usages,and traditions, ••• whose character has
been tried by temptation and resisted it, and who has
the courage which is needed to head a revolution. 75

75~ Nation, XXII (March 9, 1876), pp. 155 f. This
quotation gives voice to the idea De Forest endorses in his
novels, particularly in Honest~~ (New Haven: Richmond
and Patten, 1875).



OHAPTER III

~

RESUMES AND ORITIQUES OF HONEST JOHN VANE===--'
PLAYING ~ MISOHIEF, AND JUSTINE'S LOVERS

John William De Forest's interest in political

criticism can be identified as early as 1865. In~

Ravenel's Oonversion, pUblished that year, the author gave

brief treatment to the political abuses'of a character named

Gazaway. Four years later the author's concern for this

topic had ,grown to the point that he published a short story,

"The Oity of Brass," which dealt entirely with political

corruption. De Forest's criticism was becoming more detailed

and specific. In 1873 he expressed his censure of Washington

vehemently in his first novel of political criticism.

De Forest's selection of Washington, D.O., as the

setting of his three political novels indicates that this

scene held a special significance for him. Previously he

had used such American settings as Louisiana, South Oarolina,

Oonnecticut. Now he chose to focus his attention on the city

whose inhabitants represented all geographic areas, whose

culture rested on artifice and ostentation, whose politics

combined all of the flagrant corruption practiced in state

and local government and invented more. The Washington scene

becomes a center of the forces in American society to which

De Forest was adamantly opposed.

-60-
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In each o£ the th~ee novels set in Washington De

L' Forest attacked the source of the corruption. The values

of the mass citizenry of the United States, as expressed

socially and politically, were distorted by ignorance and

selfishness. These faults, transported to Washington, were

magnified; the separation between the populace and the legis

lators encouraged the evil to grow to infamous proportions.

In accordance with such ideas the character of the

central fig~re of each novel is identified outside of Wash-
l

ington. The person then enters the Washington scene and is

brought into conflict with the social, political, and eco

nomic forces which motivate the Washington society. Whether

he becomes a pawn of the society, whether he succeeds in

contending with the forces, or whether he withdraws from the

political world depends upon his individual qualifications.

But no matter what degree of success or failure the charac

ters attain, De Forest censures the immorality of the indi-

vidual man and the corruption of the society, both epitomized

in the Washington scene.

De Forest's first political novel indicting Washing

ton is a satirical allegory entitled Honest ~~. ~

Atlantic Monthly printed the novel as a serial from July

through November of 1873. In 1875 the Richmond and Patten

Oompany of New Haven, Oonnecticut, pUblished Honest John-
L ; Vane in volume form.--
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HONEST lQ!lli. !ill.

In the novel Honest ~~, the title character

had made an average reputation for himself as a manufacturer

of refrigerators and as a citizen of Slowburgh. l Despite

his mundane commercial and minor political success, he re-

ceived no encouragement from Olympia Smiles, the daughter of

the boarding house proprietor where he lived. Olympia would

have no part of him. He was a widower, he was thirteen years

older than 'she, and he had two children.

When he proposed marriage and. was flatly refused,

John moved to another "hash house," a tactical maneuver de-

signed vaguely to win Olympia's affections in the future.

During his absence from the Smiles' boarding house, John was

nominated Republican candidate for Congress from the district

of Slowburgh. His nomination was engineered by one Darius

Dorman, a sooty character of subterranean origin, who nomi

nated Vane at the opportune moment of a caucus impasse. Dor

man secured Vane's nomination with the aid of prearranged

enthusiasts. John Vane was pushed into candidacy by the

popular hue and cry of the local party.

Among those people endorsing the candidate was Miss

Olympia Smiles. Surprisingly enough, her outspoken favori-

lAlexander Cowie, The Rise of the American Novel
(New York: American Book Company, 1948r;-p. 516. Cowie
identified "Slowburgh" as New Haven, Connecticut.
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~ tism seemed to indicate a:complete reversal of her attitude

• toward Vane. Her political encouragement and a victory at

, the polls gave the newly-elected Representative courage to

propose marriage to her a second time. Miss Smiles, appre

Ii ciating his popularity and posi tion, agreed, and they were

wed.

In Washington, Vane began immediately his education

in "practical politics." Dorman, a lobbyist, and Mr. Simon

Sharp, a Senator, convinced Honest John that special legis-
,

lation was the "sum and substance of Congressional Business."

Vane was shown that his bill to revoke the franking privi

lege would handicap each candidate's chances for re-election

" and could not be passed. It was suggested that he make

himself "useful" to other legislators to gain "strength"

before he sponsored any other bill.

Sharp suggested Honest John might strengthen his

position by supporting the Great Subfluvial Tunnel Road.

The Union Pacific having joined East and West, this road

was designed to bridge the "bloody chasm" by tunnelling

under the Mississippi, and joining Lake Superior with the

Gulf of Mexico. Although Sharp and Dorman invited Vane

to invest in the venture, as well as to support it, Honest

John saw the corruptness of the scheme and refused to have

any part of it.

A second aspect of Honest JOhn's education in Wash-
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ington was revealed through his wife, Olympia. The salary

I of $5,000 paid to the Congressman furnished only a meager

subsistence. Olympia--the "fairest" and "greediest ll of

IIvampires,'f--expressed her dissatisfaction at their shabby

surroundings and inferior social circle. That his wife

was not satisfied with his success was a portentious reali

zation for Vane. Olympia eVidently mea~t to make social

prominence the center of their lives.

Honest JOhn's reputation of honor prevented lioni

zation by the powerful lobby and denied him the income

derived from unscrupulous private legislation. Lacking

money.and friends, Vane's wife gained access to society

through a flirtation with Senator Ironman. Worried by his

wife's indiscretions, nagged into living beyond his means,

Honest John hardly managed to survive the first session of

Congress without contamination.

Unfortunately the second session found Honest John

so deeply in debt that he became desperate. Applying to

Congressman Cavandish, a fellow legislator whose incorrupt

state had thrown the two together, Honest John explained his

hopeless position. Cavandish suggested John lessen expenses;

Vane felt he could not. Cavandish explained that inflation

'and improperly levied taxes took much of Vane's salary;

Honest John replied the opposition to change in those areas

was too great to make any adjustment. In hopelessness and
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I I despair, Honest John agr~ed to join Sharp'and Dorman in

I their unscrupulous Subfluvial plan.

The Subfluvial corporation was established upon

government loans and the donation of public lands. The cor

poration was then mortgaged, and stock was sold to private

businessmen. A "Sub-tunnel," or a corporation within the

corporation, was formed under a different charter. The men

concerned with the Great Subfluvial controlled the character

of the "Hen -Persuader," the floating syndicate, and conse

quently awarded contracts to themselves. These contracts,

according to De Forest, paid approximately $50,000 for work

actually costing $10,000. As Dorman says, "It Lthe Hen

Persuade!! builds the tunnel, handles the capital once or

twice, and keeps what sticks to its fingers.,,2

For $1,000 of Hen Persuader stock (the floating

syndicate within the Subfluvial organization), Honest John

Vane became "Weathercock" Vane. His financial situation was

eased; his wife no longer found Senator Ironman's attentions

r quite so vital to her social success, and the entire poten-
;

I
I tial of funds to be had from private legislation (boodling)
i
A
>1 was at his disposal. Word passed quickly in Congressional
'tI circles that "Weathercock" Vane was "approachable." Through

;! .the wealth accumulated by hi s efforts in "practical politic s, "
l

2JOhn William De Forest, Honest John Vane (New Haven:--Richmond & Patten, 1875), p. 155.
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,i "Dishonest" John was able: to manipulate the next Oongres-

, sional election in Slowburgh and again return to Washington.

The furor, however, that had developed among the

public about the Subfluvial soon demanded an investigation.

In mortal fear of being exposed, "Dishonest" John raised a

smoke screen to hide his participation in the affair. In

feigned poverty Mr. and Mrs. Vane moved back into the humble

circumstances of their previous existence. Honest John

purchased (with money borrowed from Senator Ironman) the
,

stock in the:Hen Persuader he had previously received gratis

from Dorman and Sharp. The loan was given in view of Iron

man's tacit relations with Olympia. Sharp gave Vane another

thousand dollars in anticipation of Vane's being placed on

the investigation committee. Despite this SUbterfuge Vane

realized that the safest escape was one of openhearted truth-

fulness.

The investigation of the Great Subfluvial Tunnel

Road began. When the interrogation group was named, Vane

rose quietly and asked to be excused from service on the

committee, saying that he owned stock in the Hen Persuader.

Both Sharp and Dorman testified against Vane, but the appar

ent honesty of the Representative, the bill of sale for the

1 'stock (illegally pre-dated), and Vane's candid avowal that
,{

A he did not realize his stock in the Hen Persuader was part
~~..

~. of the Great Subfluvial--these all aid in his acquittal.t
"~..
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Surviving the inv~stigation unscathed seemed to

justify the trust Dishonest John's constituents had for

him and endeared him to them. His guile obtained him the

respect and friendship of each of his corrupt Congressional

associates. His fear had given him momentary courage and

integrity. Weathercock John marched away to the Capitol and

future days of "statesmanship."

=H_on__e~s_t~~ is a short novel. Since the inci-

dents in the plot were taken primarily from real life, the

author's skill consists of selecting, simplifying, and

arranging the material. De Forest setects two sequences

of events which are crucial to the plot: marriage and the

SUbfluvial scheme. Neither of these episodes is exception

ally original, but they are dramatized well. De Forest's

ingenuity is demonstrated in his portrayal of the courtship

and marriage. His sequence of events is arranged in a single

main plot and follows a natural order which is extremely

lucid and simple. Though the few main events, the simpli

fication and the arrangement do not illustrate great imagi

nation or originality, they certainly serve the clarity of

the novel and emphasize De Forest's singleness of purpose.

John William De Forest's ability to simplify and

yet obtain a maximum effect from a situation is apparent

when the Great Subfluvial plot is compared to the Credit

r Mobilier cabal. The committees' reports on the Credit
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Mobilier frauds reveal the complexity of the situation.

The testimonies obtained and the reports made by the Poland

and Wilson committees constitute a volume 1,425 pages in

length. 3 The financial manipulations, the corruption of

legislators, the political machinations revealed in these

reports comprise a history which repels the reader. The

records are so tediously long and expose such degeneracy

that one might easily prefer to ignore the issues. De

Forest does credit to himself as an author in his allegori-

cal treatment of the scandal.

De Forest selects only the simplest outline of the

scandal as the basis of his allegory. The Union Pacific

Railroad becomes the IIGreat Subfluvial Tunnel Road'" the

Oredi t !'iobilier of America is the "Hen Persuader." As op

posed to the many people involved in the situation, De

Forest portrays basically only three men: Simon Sharp, Darius

Dorman, and John Vane. These characters have qualities and

perform actions that might identify certain men of Oongress

at the time. However, De Forest does not permit his fiction

to be dictated entirely by reality: the characters are so

used in the story that they become abstractions and symbols

of corrupt Oongressmen in general. The simplification of

the scandal and the careful selection of characters give

3Reports of Oommittees 2i~ House £! Representatives
!££ the Third Session of ~ Forty-second Oongress (Washing
ton: Government Printing Office, 1873).
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clarity and impact to the story.

De Forest treats the Oredit Mobilier affair alle

gorically, yet the allegory is easily recognized and no

less convincing than the actual situation. The author

documents his allegory with figures of fradulent profits

that are only slightly exaggerated. The various actions

and defenses of the novel's Oongressmen during the investi

gation reflect the actual machinations used by such men as

Oakes Almes, Schuyler Oolfax, and John Bingham. De Forest's

simplification and clarity, his allegorical treatment and

satiric tone makes the debauchery of the government palat

able enough to read. However, such treatment results in a

thorough condemnation of a corrupt government, a condemna

tion which appears far more just and effective than the

censure one reads in the Oongressional records.

The setting of Honest~~ illustrates the

author's ability to create a maximum effect through impli

cation. The initial environment is a "hash house" in Slow

burgh. This setting amplifies Vane's character and illus

trates dramatic use of scene. The boarding house was a

middle-class institution in American society which deter

mined a way of life. Vane, a middle-class widower, could

not have been placed in an environment more suited to his

character. Added to this fact was the nature of the city.

t Incumbent in the name "Slowburgh" are all of the faults of
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the small town. The isolation, minimum education, and a

comparative absence of culture are suggested in the name.

Altogether no scene could be more middle-class, no scene

more suggestive of Vane's mediocrity.

In Vlashington the drab life of the boarding house

world is contrasted to the fashionable world. This compar

ison places a painfUl limitation upon the person who aspires

to social success. The crowded conditions of the city and

the ensuing exorbitant living cost place good accomodations
,

beyond the expense of the middle class. Vane, however, was

coerced by his wife to take a house beyond his means. The

expenses incurred were instrumental in his corruption. Here

the influence of scene upon character elucidates Vane's po-

sition in life and results in a dramatic development that

is technically excellent.

The characters of Honest~~ are selected with

one purpose in mind: to illustrate the corruption of society.

Through this use of character De Forest reinforces the cor

ruption portrayed in the Washington scene. His characters

are shallow and reflect the faults of a superficial exis-

tence. Most of the characters willingly, though sometimes

unknowingly, join the forces of evil, and those who would

. oppose the corruption are unqualified. They cannot hope
j'~

~i

~ to withstand forces which confound experienced men of inte
11

\~f! grity. The nature of the characters serves De Forest's
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Physically, he was "Justly pro-• •

4De Forest, Honest ~~, p. 46.
5Jill.., pp. 7-8.

6Jill..

7~., p. 9.

of the city schools.

a professor in the State university, 'or even a teacher in one
,,4

portioned, with ample withers, a capacious barrel, and limbs

that were almost majestic, he stood nearly six feet high in

allegory very well.

De Forest establishes that Honest John Vane belongs

to the "rabble of morals" by birth, that he lacks the re

deeming element of a proper education, and that he is a

"chameleon" by nature. The author selects the typical per

sonal, intellectual, and physical attributes that would

identify such a man. Vane was "commercially honest," though

his actual moral fibre had never been really tested. He was

"indefatigably industrious," but his ignorance made his ef

forts useless. Intellectually, he was "too ignorant to be

his stockings, weighed full two hundred pounds in the same,

and was altogether an uncommonly fine animal.,,5 Only the

aristocrat hinted that his appearance "lacked the air of

high-breeding,,6 and suggested that his beauty was "purely

physical, and had no moral or intellectual significance.,,7

Honest John Vane was a friendly, complacent, "self-made" man.



two reasons: he had become a celebrity in Slowburgh, and

he offered the possibility of social prominence in Washing

ton. De Forest writes that Olympia loved Vane for his

"adventitious surroundings." Her influence upon her hus-

own degradations illustrates the rationalization of a man

band unfolds after their arrival in Washington. She criti

cizes her husband bitterly, for his honesty denies her the

money and, consequently, the social standing she desires.

Her complaints and extravagances influence Vane to become

corrupt, but her advice as to his redemption--dictated from

-72-

Having established Vane's personaLity, the author

introduces the other characters and, through their relation

with Vane, explores situations which crystallize Vane's

character. Olympia Smiles is introduced as being stately

and beautifUl; but selfishness, superficiality, immaturity,

and greed charac~erize her behavior. She married Vane for

selfishness--is so erratic that she reveals to her naive

husband finally what a really shallow person she is. Her

unappealing oharacter revealed by De Forest in unflattering

realism makes her seem more a calculating, ill-tempered

machine, then a living, breathing person. De Forest writes

that she is a girl of the period.

Vane in his marriage to Olympia reveals his abso

~ute unawareness of the existence and value of moral charac

, ter. That he cannot withstand her unreasonable demands
~
~

~! condemns him as a weak person. His blaming Olympia for his
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who cannot assume respon~ibility for his ~wn actions.

Through the relationship of Darius Dorman and John

Vane, De Forest explores the influence of the lobby upon

the Congressman and reveals, in particular, Vane's lack of

tried moral principles. Darius, having placed Vane in a

position of power, intended to use him. When Darius first

attempted to manipulate Vane, Honest John refused to respond.

But when Vane recognized that society did not really esteem

his honesty and integrity, these values began to lose their

hold on him. Vane did not have enough individual character

to truly understand these values, much less fight alone for

them. When approached a second time by Darius, Vane com-

promised himself knowingly. Not only did he compromise

himself, but from that moment devoted himself wholeheartedly

to being a puppet of the lobby.

De Forest's allegorical treatment of Darius Dorman

prevents the otherwise commonplace lobbyist from being merely

a stereotype and adds a wry humor to the novel. Dorman is

compared to a "scorched monkey." In addition to his subter-

ranean origin De Forest has him swear in satanic terms. The

author suggests that this lobbyist has horns and a tail.

The light touch is complete when Dorman admits that the

corrupt congress has driven him (the Devil) to bankruptcy

and declares that he is going "back." The supernatural ele-

i~r ment that hovers over this man, and, particularly, his un-
tf :~

~ :
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'~I earthly disappearance, are reminiscent of ~ comically-gothic

" situation and emphasizes the allegorical nature of this novel.

Through Senator Sharp, De Forest represents a corrupt

legislatorrs influence upon a junior member of Oongress.

Sharp appears to be a venerable old statesman, but he is

the foster father of the corrupt Great Subfluvial Tunnel

Road. Sharp hides his scheming and conniving behind a mask

of humility and sycophancy. This man, with Dorman, gave

Vane his lesson in practical politics. Vane proved such an

apt student pf corruption that he outwitted the veteran

spoilsmen at their own game.

The presence of Senator Ironman in the book epito-

mizes the tottering moral structure of the political and

social elements of the Washington scene. He seems at first

a wealthy aristocrat of the old school. But as De Forest

develops his character, he is revealed as a hollow shell as

common as Honest John himself. De Forest writes that Iron-

man is of the "new school," a member of a corrupt political

machine that despoils the government. When Vane comes to

Ironman for a loan, the Senator grants it in view of his

intimate association with Honest Johnrs wife. In degraded

humility, Honest John thanks the Senator by saying, "I hope

yourll call often ••• We shall always be delighted to see

you.,,8 Through Honest Johnrs relations with Ironman, De

8ll211., p. 220.
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Forest suggests that the political and social mores of

Washington have reached an all-time low.

Of the characters only Senator Ironman appears to

really assume human proportion. His actuality seems to

stem from the realistic conjunction of the author's brief,

but meaningful, description of this man and the Senator's

dramatized actions. Though De Forest writes very little

about Ironman, a picture of a man who has the faults of his

kind is developed. But the personal characteristics of

Ironman--his savoir-faire, his pretentiousness, his ignor

ance, his coarse tastes, his gossiping, his philandering--

all are extremely realistic and uniquely his own. Conse

quently a reader is led to think that De Forest knows this

man intimately and thoroughly. Such ideas indicate that a

veracity of character has emerged.

Thus De Forest has varied success with his charac-

terse Honest John Vane is probable enough to disgust the

reader with the story. Olympia is acceptable as an unsym

pathetic character, Dorman is amusing with his comically

ominous eccentricities, Sharp is interesting with his Uriah

Heep-like humility. Ironman becomes more than a stereotype.

De Forest in this novel dramatizes no character that

is wholly pleasing or that entirely invites sympathy. Sal

tonstall was mentioned as a moral and intelligent person,

but he was disliked by the bourgeoisie (as an "aristocrat")
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and had no place in the mediocre society which De Forest

portrayed. Obviously the author sought a thorough condem

nation of the coarseness, vulgarity, and corruptness repre

sented in Honest lQh£ Vane. The book certainly accomplishes

this damnation in itself, but what of the effect upon the

reader? No character emerges whereby the reader could say

"This man is good, and in light of his action everything

else is extremely evil." De Forest's fervor denies the
n

reader interest derived from sympathy.

The author's point of view in Honest John Vane con-

tributes to the coldness of the book. De Forest manipulates

the main character, always identifying his action and the

motivations. But the reader has little opportunity to get

into the character's mind and really feel his emotions. The

presence of the author, as he reports the maneuvers and

omnisciently reveals their causes, is pedantic and tends

to remove the reader from the story and force him to think

of the consequences. De Forest's transition from the story

to the didactic analysis of the situation is not always

successful. He attempts to introduce and justify a ten-

page evaluation of John Vane in one sentence: "Let us glance

now at his qualifications for the splendid and responsible

position of which his fellow-citizens had pronounced him

worthy. ,,9 Despite the obvious satire, this transition is

9Ibid ., p. 36.-
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and instructive; consequently, the reader is denied some

11
~., p. 53.10Ibid., p. 56.-

pleasure which might otherwise be derived from the story.

De Forest in this novel demonstrates facility with

dialogue that illustrates his maturity as an author. Honest

John is cornered by the questions of his future mother-in-

too abrupt; it does not prepare the reader adequately for

the extensive discussion which follows. The author's point

of view as illustrated in the novel certainly serves his

purpose of reform. But De Forest's style tends to be stiff

imputes to Vane; labeled they become even more disturbing.

De Forest is unusually adept at reproducing dialogue

that dramatizes certain classes of people. John Vane iden

tifies his lack of education consistently through his con

versation: "I ain't on those committees you know •• it's

a leetle too bold for me ••• I s'pose. lfll Senator Ironman

law concerning a routine bit of Oongressional business. The

newly elected Representative replied to her queries, "0, as

to that,--I dare say that may come up sometimes! Of course,

when it does, Oongress attends to it. 1f Through the book each

of these equivocal responses is preceded by an insipid pre

fix: "0,--1 see--you are a free trader." 1f0, I dare say

you are right ••• ,,10 These answers are so ambiguous, so

void of sense, the reader writhes at the ignorance De Forest
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reveals his weakness when he says that JQhn Vane, "Don't

always speak the best grammar.,,12 The following passage

was used to emphasize the financial situation of the Vane

household:

"Say, what kind 0' folks is these Vanes, anyway?"
demanded the milk-man, who was a Down Easter settled
in the District.

"Dunno," responded the driver, who was a colored man.

"Waal, they've been gettin' milk from me for about
nine weeks, an' don't seem to allude to no keind 0'
peay," continued the milkman •••

"Specs likely," admitted the negro. 13

De Forest provides enough suggestion of dialect (at least

enough linguistic liberty) that the reader is impressed with

his use of vernacular. The dialogue in the novel seems over-

balanced by the lengthy narration that is wsed; consequently

that dialogue which does appear adds variety and interest to

the book, as well as enhancing character and crystallizing

situation.

The qualities of satire and allegory are very appar

ent in De Forest's use of humor and imagery. De Forest in

dUlges in turning clever phrases: Sharp testified to the

extent of his "naughty knowledge;" Dorman squirmed as if he

had a "cauterized cuticle." De Forest plays with the names

12IQg., p. 215.

13~., p. 137.
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of characters: Weatherco9k John, Greathe~rt, Splurge, and

Christian. The use of the Great SUbfluvial Tunnel Road to

symbolize the Union Pacific Railway is illustrative of the

allegorical quality of this novel. The Hen Persuader (the

Credit Mobilier Company of America) reflects a rather coarse

element of the author's humor. The satire and allegory are

designed to convey to the reader De Forest's disgust at the

situation and to force the reader to share his sentiments.

The contrast of the widely varied images, though

often artificial and forced, is amusing and enhances De

Forest's criticism. The author habitually uses images from

the lower animal and plant families when speaking of the

politicians, i.e., mollusk, clam, porkers, sheepish. Re-

current military phrases are used in reference to the rank

and file of party maneuvers. De Forest's figurative language

is vivid and striking. The following excerpt reads most

like a Nast cartoon.

The turkey buzzards LQorrupt politiciani! have a mar
velous aptitude at scenting a moral carcass, and Vane,
who did not so much as suspect that he was dead, must
have been already in need of burial, and pungently
attractive to their abominable Olfactories. They
gathered around him and settled upon him, until he
might be described as fairly black with them. Gentle
men who, to be in character, ought to have had raw
necks and a soretoed gait, croaked into his every imag
inable scheme for pilfering, not only the fatness an~4

the life-blood, but the very bones out of Uncle Sam.

14Ibid ., p. 182.
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In sharp contrast. to the earthy images are the

learned allusions of De Forest. The sources of these ref

erences range from Bunyan to the Bible and Greek mythology

to nursery rhymes. An honorable statesman is a "Croesus or

Cato.,,15 Olympia is a "Cleopatra,,16 in her beauty and greed.

The corrupt Congress is the lIgoose who lays the golden eggs. 1I17

Through this practice of symbolic name calling De Forest

gives stringent emotional proof for his thesis condemning

political corruption.

Such allegorical elements of humor, imagery, and al

lusion serve to give perspective to De Forest's serious en-

deavors in cynical wit.

He LHonest Johll! believed that our system of government
was the purest and most economical in the world, when
it was not abused by municipal rings, public defaUlters,
railroad legislation, and lobbyists of the State and
national capitals.

He argued that rotation in office is republican, be
cause it lI gives every citizen a fair chancei ll and that
it is a means of national education, because it tempts
even the dregs of society to aspire to responsibility
and power.

In the whole superficies of our civil affairs he saw
but one error which needed serious and instant atten
tion, namely, the franking privilege. 18

At times, however, De Forest's humor gives way to agonized

15Il211• , p. 231.

16Ibid ., p. 53.

17~., p. 253.

18ill.!!., p. 39.
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indictments.

Within our bor~ers sadder spirits are asking which is
the most allurlng spectacle,--a free America fallin~
into squandering and bribery, or a monarchical Prus~ia
ruled by economy and honesty.19

In the satirical and allegorical treatment of his material,

De Forest demonstrates a thorough command of harmless palaver,

gentle cynicism, caustic irony, and sardonic bitterness.

The novel Honest John~ reflects many qualities

of satiric allegory, and De Forest's use of this approach

dictates at once many strengths and weaknesses of the book.

Satiric allegory demands judgment an~ indirection from the

author. Since De Forest's problem is one of morality, he

must teach. This approach explains and justifies many of

the qualities of pedantry and didacticism which exist in the

book. In allegory artistically used an author disguises

his judgments and arranges his material in such a manner

that the reader arrives at a point of view seemingly through

his own mental deductions. Such a practice engrosses the

reader in the story. De Forest, in his fervor to condemn

the immorality of the Washington scene, imposes upon the

reader many of his judgments, either by obvious implication

or by open statement. This practice results in extreme

clarity of judgment, but at the same time it prevents the

reader from participating in the story as much as he might.

19 .1mJ!.., p. 245.

•
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The allego~y in Honest John Vane is inte~mittent;

in po~t~aying Vane's amorality in regard to his background

and mar~iage, De Fo~est makes no attempt at allegOl:'y. Sat

iric allego~y is employed only when Vane enters politics.

Then the allegory is extremely t~ansparent. This tends to

serve the autho~'s satiric ends, but at times the balance of

allego~y is questionable, and the truth seems to merge with

the rep~esentation of truth. At such times the historical

values of the novel seem to dominate the artistic values of

the book, and the allegory suffers in consequence.

The satire of Honest John Vane is an adequate weapon

to expose and condemn the corruption of the Washington so

ciety. His use of allegory enables him to accomplish his

indictment with few words and with intense feeling. His

clearly defined moral values permit him to achieve his pur

pose with unquestionable decisiveness. The public is informed

of the weaknesses symbolized in the Federal scene. However,

De Forest's story is not finished here.

The atrocities of government did not end with the

publication of Honest John Vane. Grant's second administra

tion bt'ought even more scandals and cor.t'uption. Though the

nation suffered a dept'ession, the apathy that accompanies

plenty was prevalent. A new class of people had developed,

a people who practiced ostentatious consumption. These

~l nouveaux riches dominated society. Their power enabled them
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to impose their artificial values upon soqiety, and they

, demonstrated little respect for the values of morality,

education, and good breeding. Consequently culture and

government lacked the fibre that constitutes strength.

De Forest's anxiety must have forced him to continue

his political criticism. He had identified the problem of

morality in Honest ~~, and he had indicted the society

and government for moral apathy. Now in a new novel he chose

to explore the depths of the problem realistically. He sel

ect~d a predominately new cast of characters to demonstrate

the shift from the allegorical level to a realistic approach.

However, he retained the central characters of Honest~

Vane in minor roles to emphasize the continuity of the criti

cism. Though Honest John was amoral, he merely furnished

fuel for the flaming corruption. Such men were not really

capable of conceiving the plans to despoil the government.

The second novel, Playing ~ Mischief, had the dual pur

pose of examining closely a typical form of spoilation and

,i analyzing the person who conceived and executed the subter

fuge.

PLAYING ~ MISCHIEF

In the novel Playing ~ Mischief Mrs. Josephine

Murray planned to make a fraudulent claim against the United

f States government. This intelligent and beautiful young



enjoy her companionship.

Josie was hospitably received into the home of her

relatives, John and Huldah Murray. The Reverend Mr. John

~ Murray had been prepared to dislike Josie for the profligate

In Washington, Josie--destitute of money as the

result of extravagances in New York--imposes upon the chival

rous Hollowbread to escort her to her destination. During
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in Washington, Josie had snared Hollowbread and become well

the eventful ride from the railway station to the house of

her uncle, Josie reveals to Hollowbread that she is seeking

$20,000 compensation from the government for a barn which

had burned in the War of 1812. Such suits are commonplace

enough acquainted with Drummond to insure her of his atten

tions in the future and, perhaps, to enlist his aid.

I

11 widow realized she must optain the influen~e of Congress-

'I., men to succeed in her pro ject. Consequently--enroute to

Washington by train--she opportunely engaged the Honorable

i George S. Hollowbread, chairman of the House Finance Oom

mittee, in a flirtatious conversation. Through him Josie

(Mrs. Murray) managed to meet Congressmen Sykes Drummond,

the Representative from her district. Before her arrival

to the elder statesman during this period of Reconstruction.

I i Tongue-in-cheek, he helps Josie fabricate an even greater

loss. By the end of the ride Hollowbread realizes that he

1 must aid Josie in her unsavory scheme if he is to further
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and extravagant life sh~ and her late hUsband, Augustus

Murray, had lived. However, when he realized the vivacity

and charm of the guest would provide diversion for his

senile wife, the old minister welcomed Josie heartily.

John Murray's brother, Colonel JUlien--an astute and honor

able official in the Department of the Army--was also im

pressed by Josie's inescapable charm. Josie's favorable

impression upon her relatives won her respectable lodgings

and secured her the social influence of her reputable family

name.

Anxious to pursue her claim~ but afraid of confiding

in her patrician relatives, Josie visited an old acquaintance,

Mrs. Francis Hooker Warden. Having pushed a claim for three

years, Mrs. Warden instructed Josie how to proceed. Mrs.

Warden told Josie she must work at legislators, "Well, just

as you work at men for other things •• 0 Ask them for what
20you want. Coax them. Pout at them. Then coax them again."

The veteran claimant promised to be Josie's cohort and ad

visor in the "mischief."

Enacting Mrs. Warden's advice, Josie entered society

and gathered her working force. At a Presidential reception

Edgar Bradford promised to aid Josie in her plans and to

renew their old, if somewhat indecorous acquaintance. Sykes

20De Forest, Playing ~ Mischief, 1939 ed., p. 26.
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Drummond believed enthuaiastically that Josie could obtain

$100,000 compensation and demanded complete control of the

affair. Hollowbread uncomfortably recognized the imperti

nence of the claim (the government had paid damages for

the same claim previously), but believed that the case of

his idol could be successful. Josie played one man against

another; she insured Bradford's silent consent, dangled

Drummond, and placed the claim in the hands of the chair-

man of the Finance Committee, the "sexagerian" Hollowbread.

Progress was not made without competition and ad

versity. Edgar Bradford opposed Josie's claim hunting; her

persistent efforts to cheat the government threatened her

with the loss of Bradford's affection. Olympia Vane re

sented the social competition of the young widow and criti

cized Josie severely. A "bloomer,1l Nancy Appleyard, was

angered by the personal attention Drummond gave to Josie.

"Squire" Appleyard confronted Josie and Bradford and at

tempted to horsewhip and shoot them. Through such notoriety

the Murray family learned of Josie's claim; scandalized, they

requested that she terminate her actions. The young widow

agreed good-humoredly, but with no intention of keeping her

promise. Endangered as her domestic position was by her

notoriety, Josie maneuvered like a veteran claim hunter to

obtain her goal.

l In the political and social world this notoriety
~
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worked in her fa vor. D~ummond, the lobb.y, and ma ny Congress

men admired Josie's political machinations, as well as her

physical attractions. Bradford intensified his personal

attentions to her, although he refused to work for her

claim. Hollowbread, in an amorous frenzy, stammered out

his love for her. When Josie suggested they wait to become

engaged, he considered himself pledged and worked with

fervid devotion to achieve her goal.

Lobbying in the committee rooms of the House it-

self, Josie appealed to the Committee of Spoilations and

flattered the chairman, General Hornblower. Learning from

him that the government was not responsible for damage per

petuated in battle (as was the case of her claim), Josie

justified her appeals by maintaining that the original

compensation, though it might have been illegal, was insuf-

ficient.

Josie end Hollowbreed made a surreptitious trip to

New England to find evidence supporting her altered claim.

Here Josie became clandestinely engaged to Hollowbread in

order to intensify his efforts. Their secrecy was jeopard

ized by an encounter with a drunken fellow-legislator and by

a train wreck. However, they secured fraudulent evidence.

Upon their return to Washington, Hollowbread presented the

evidence to the Committee of Spoils and asked reimbursement

1 of $100,000 •
.n
:~~
'1'<
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Josie was plagued by increasing difficUlties. Brad

ford had ended his flirtation with her when the young widow

objected to his superficial attitude toward her. The an-

nouncement of her engagement--made to reward HOllowbread

for his efforts--discouraged some of her admiring support.

Honest John Vane, prompted by his wifers jealousy, worked

apologetically, but openly against Josiers claim. Still

her difficulties were not at an end.

An anonymous letter from "Squire" Nancy Appleyard

informed the Murrays that Josie had continued her claim.

After a furious scene with the minister, Josie moved to Mrs.

Wardenrs house. Huldah Murray collapsed during the excite

ment and, brittle with age, never recovered. Colonel Julien

attempted to coerce Josie to drop the claim and leave the

city. With those conditions he offered her a trust fund

of $20,000. Unsatisfied with the amount and disappointed

in his attitude, Josie refused to comply. The Colonel dis

owned his niece and vowed to fight her case. However, John

Murray, rendered unstable by disease and shock, occupied

Colonel Julien's time. The Colonel travelled to Europe

with his brother in an attempt to strengthen the ministerrs

health, but John Murray, heart-broken, died.

Thereafter Josie was ostracized by all honorable

masculine compan~ and ignored by all feminine society. Mrs.

g Warden asked Josie to move. (This request and a promise to
i~
~

l
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end the Warden claim had been conditions. of Edgar Brad

ford1s proposal to Mrs. Warden's daughter, Belle.) Hurt

as Josie was by these developments, the impetus of her

previous political accomplishments placed her claim beyond

the injury of social discrimination. The political machina

tions were underway and geared to gain momentum.

During the frenzy of Josie's final efforts, the

corruptionists of Washington rallied to her cause. She

was visited by Sykes Drummond, and in a scene of physical

passion, she agreed to become his wife. Josie insisted upon

retaining the influence of Hollowbread, however, and managed

to retain both engagements. Not trusting the success of

both of her fiances, she hired Jacob Pike, a "Congressional

agent."

Previously Julien Murray had listed her faults as

selfishness, dishonesty, and lying. Now she schemed to hurt

someone. Both her claim and that of Mrs. Warden (continued

despite the promise to Bradford) were attached to the Army

appropriation, for its prospects were favorable, and the

arrangement would annoy Colonel Julien. At the last minute

Josie arranged with Drummond to shift her claim to another

appropriation and to exclude the Warden claim altogether.

On the day of the vote, Josie sat among her corrupt

admirers for four hours in the gallery of the House. On

the floor Hollowbread labored for the Army appropriation,
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believing Josie's claim. was still included therein. In

the gallery Francis Warden sat incognito almost afraid to

hope for her own success. In the lobby Jacob Pike worked

for Josie's claim. On the floor of the House Edgar Bradford

alienated many Representatives by exposing the corruption of

special legislation. Josie's intrigues and legerdemain func

tioned flawlessly: the government paid her $100,000 for a

fraud by passing the bill in which her claim lay hidden,

hardly known to exist therein to anyone.

Mrs. Josephine Murray succeeded. Frances Warden

died when she found her claim was not in the Army appropri-

ation. Hollowbread, after his laborious efforts, was dis

missed by Josie to become a broken old man. Josie outwitted

Jacob Pike and flatly refused to pay him. She arranged for

Sykes Drummond to break their engagement. Josie had what

she wanted: money.

Glorifying in her triumph, Mrs. Josephine Murray was

last pictured proudly and assuredly entering the mansion of

an "instinctive, remorseless, and indiscriminate plunderer. 1l21

Here she was celebrated as the heroine of the session. But

De Forest implies that Josephine Murray's spoils will be

plundered in the future by those men of Washington more ex

perienced in corruption than herself.

2l~., 1961 ed., p. 447.
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In contrast to ~onest ~ Vane ~he plot of Playing

~ l~schief exhibits imagination and amplification. Al

though there is a central theme and an overall pattern to

the book, no completely dominant sequence of events emerges.

Rather, the development of the main character and theme de

pend on the weaving together of a series of subplots and

episodes. The incidents, climax, denoument, and conclusion

of each sUbplot can be traced individually through the book.

The success of the result depends upon De Forest's ability

to fuse the sUbplots into a single unity.

The first sUbplot is introduced immediately in the

novel. Hollowbread's flirtation with Josephine Murray en

route tovvashington permits De Forest to establish Josie's

basic character and provides the beginning of one sequence

of conflict. A second subplot which is essential to the

story is introduced in the Murray family. The conflict in

this thread of the book is essentially one of moral stan

dards. Through Francis Warden, her daughter Belle, and

Edgar Bradford a dual plot is introduced. Josie's relations

with Mrs. Warden concerning the claim hunting provides one

aspect and her friendship with Edgar Bradford constitutes

another phase. The two parts are unified and climaxed by

Bradford's proposal to Belle Warden. It is significant

that only in the conflict with Edgar Bradford is Josie de

feated. A second plot of this nature is developed through
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Josie, Drummond, and "Squire" Nancy Appl,eyard. Whereas the

other subplots are very closely connected with the main theme

and give impetus to the development of the central character,

this triangle gives comic relief to the sinister aspects of

the story--the cumulative effect of which tends to overpower

the reader. Oertainly this sUbplot adds zest to the story

and gives emphasis to the idea that Josephine does create

intense enemies by her lobbying tactics.

The Appleyard sUbplot seems more divergent and less

controlled than the other three. De Forest uses the "bloom

er" Nancy Appleyard to reflect the movement for the emanci

pation of women and tends to spend more time than necessary

in the portrayal of her character. "Squire" Appleyard's

flamboyant eccentricities emphasize aspects of this subplot

which seem to digress at times from the author's ultimate

goal of portraying corruption. However, this subplot re

veals the folly of Washington so adeptly that its existence

is justified.

Alternating the development of these subplots, en

tangling one with another in a causal relationship, sometimes

developing two simultaneously, De Forest creates a remarkable

effect. A unity stronger than that of Honest~~ re

sults. The conjunction of the subplots and the amplifica

tion of story demonstrates De Forest's skill in developing

plot.
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Though De Forest can obviously d~velop a complicated

plot, his success is qualified by overstatement. An example

of this is Josie's experience with the lobbyist Jacob Pike.

Josie bargains with Pike and secures his services. He talks

to Drummond and works, rather unseen, for the claim. When

he appears for his fee, Josie outwits him and refuses to pay.

By the time De Forest introduces this element of the story,

the reader is fUlly aware of Josie's cleverness. Further

(though she doesn't know it), her claim could succeed with

out Pike's efforts. If the episode does not serve the pre

vious purposes, it does provide comic relief at a moment of

tenseness; it illustrates Josie's intense desire to succeed;

it gives the author an opportunity to analyze the lobbyist.

Despite these strengths, the involvement of the situation is

not really justified, for it repeats, unnecessarily, material

that has been explored previously.

A more flagrant overemphasis of material is illus

trated in Josie's ride with Hollowbread from the train sta

tion through the darkness, mud, and rain to the Murray home.

Unfortunately the Negro driver did not know the streets,

could not read the street signs, and was afraid to leave the

horses to ask directions. Hollowbread had to get out in the

storm to find the way. Josie laughed surreptitiously at his

discomfort, and Hollowbread, unable to swear at her, wreaked

his uncontrollable fury on the Negro. This passage in the
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novel is funny, and du~~ng the ~ide Josi~ first info~ms the

Cong~essman of he~ claim. Howeve~, the length of the scene

makes it appea~ disp~opo~tionate to its importance to the

story. De Forest's tendency to ext~eme elaboration illus

t~ates faulty control of plot.

Beyond the weaknesses, the autho~'s exempla~y use

of st~uctu~e is an important element for the success of the

novel. By the time the ~eade~ is well into the story, Jose

phine's qualities p~edict success for he~ p~oject. Hence

the cause and effect of the subplots upon each othe~ provides

a compulsion of incidents that is vital to the reader's in

te~est.

The impact of the Washington scene in Playing the

Mischief is enormous and demonst~ates De Forest's ability to

c~eate realistic environment. Through the fusion of scene

with plot and character an autho~ expands the vitality of

scene beyond mere desc~iption. This principle works in re

verse: plot and characte~ may be developed to serve the im

portance of scene. F~om three specific scenes, De Forest

creates a Washington environment.

Josephine is first situated in the Mu~ray home. This

home is the environment of the genteel, patrician family that

remains aloof from the Washington society now controlled by

the nouveau riche. In this instance De Fo~est depends en

tirely upon character study to create the scene. Though the
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home of the Murrays is ~ever described, the reader knows

the atmosphere, and consequently the scene, by the people

who inhabit it.

Josephine Murrayls second home is with Mrs. Warden.

Here De Forest uses scene in a more traditional sense; the

position of Mrs. warden in the Washington scene is effec

tively established in a few descriptive phrases.

It LMrs. Warden's hom~ was a plain, small brick
house of the old-fashioned Washington type, with a
rusty, painted front, and with a steep stairway
climbing up the shabby porch which sheltered its
faded door.

"I guess she hasnlt got her money yet," said
Josephine to herself, glancing at the blistered blinds
and other unkempt features of the tim~-worn facade as
she mounted those penitential steps.2

After such brief, expressive information, the reader is more

than prepared for the introduction of Mrs. Warden's character.

From the Warden home Josephine moves to a boarding

house. Here De Forest recalls poignantly the mediocre world

of Honest~ Vane in two sentences. "Iyou mustn't shut the

door,· Josie orders Drummond. 'What would people say?,1f23

In this dialogue Josephine epitomizes the social and physical

elements of boarding house existence. De Forest handles the

specific scenes within Washington adeptly.

From the fusion of scene, character and plot an awe-

22~., 1934 ed., p. 23.

231l21.!!., -1961 ed., p. 401.
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some presence of the ov~r-all Washington sqene pervades the

novel. In addition to her domestic environment, Josie moves

through a fashionable world. Oonsequently, the gross, lavish

Washington of the period is depicted. Josie is a part of

the social lobby. Thus the moral degradation of the Capital

is omnipresent in the scene. In Playing ~ Mischief the

scene assumes more significa.nce than mere physical aspects.

The total picture of Washington becomes oppressingly heavy

in the reader's mind. The result is more artistic and ef-

fective than much of the blunt condemnation in ~onest John

~.

Through scene, De Forest demonstrates substantial

skill in technique. His development of setting seems awk

ward in only one instance. Josephine's speech describing

the New York mansions24 (which the reader feels have much in

common with the Washington houses) is too long and too ob

vious; as a result De Forest momentarily jeopardizes his

illusion. Notwithstanding this example of poor craftsman

ship, the author weaves an environment true to the history

of the time. De Forest captures Washington's corruption and

vUlgarity, as well as its foolishness and moralit~, in a set

ting that is skillfully and authentically portrayed.

Generally speaking, the extensive and realistic

24Ibid ., 1934 d p 28e ., • •
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development of character in Playing ~ Mischief contrasts

with the treatment of character in Honest ~~. How

ever, this does not hold true in all cases, particularly

that of George W. Hollowbread. Through Hollowbread, De

Forest illustrates a certain breadth of character, but he

does not achieve great depth nor does he treat him realis

tically. Hollowbread has qualms about Josie's claim, but he

ignores them; he becomes her tool fatuously and devotedlyo

If blind love is his motivation, De Forest doesn't portray

it forcibly enough to be convincing. The author exaggerates

Hollowbread's foibles for purposes of satire; consequently

the character isn't always believable. His foolishness is

incongruous with his age, experience, and position. He is

rendered so ludicrous by the author that the full impact of

his pitiable fate escapes the reader. The treatment of this

character is reminiscent of the satire employed in Honest

~~, and though a broader characterization is devel

oped, De Forest doesn't convince the reader that HOllowbread

is real.

Sykes Drummond is much more convincing as a person.

De Forest catches in this character a physical earthiness

and callous corruption that leaves no question of motivation.

Eminent in this man's character is the suggestion of what

he could become. Under Josie's tutelage he displays an at

tempt at restraint and a hint of sensitivity. But she cares
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nothing for sensitivit~ and he sinks baQk into his original

oharaoter at the end of their engagement. Like Dorman in

Honest ~~, Drummond is given eooentrioities designed

at onoe to add interest and enlarge his oharaoter. However,

Drummond's braying laugh is less amusing than Dorman's

allegorioal foibles and less aooeptable to the reader. The

realism of his oharaoter might have been strengthened rather

than weakened by a less offensive attribute.

The oharaoter of Edgar Bradford seems of speoial

importanoe. As Lowell wrote in praise of Hawthorne, so De

Forest writes that Bradford is a ltmixture, or perhaps, one

might say, an alternation of man and woman. lt25 His oode of

morals is not orystallized at the first of the novel, but

his integrity is apparent. His assooiation with Colonel

Julien and his approaohing marriage with the exemplary Belle

Warden reveal his admirable oharaoter. De Forest seems to

imply that the future of the nation depends upon suoh intel

ligent, sensible, and moral young men. That Bradford didn't

see Josie olearly for a time indioates the reality of his

youth and emphasizes his final deoision.

The Murray family appears to represent a seoond

aspeot of De Forest's ideas. Huldah and John Murray belong

to a respeotable, old family. Their reputation for staid

25 4.!li1., p. 13 •
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morality and venerable ~ntegrity is well.known. This cir

cumspect couple is isolated from the Washington scene by

their age and their moral attributes. Morally admirable

though they are, De Forest touches their characterizations

with pathos and humor. Their marriage is both the accomp

lishment and tragedy of their lives.

John Murray had married Huldah, fifteen years his

senior, because she adored him, because he pitied her, and

because he had a passionate need for affection. During the

succeeding thirty-eight years of marriage, he sacrificed his

health and profession to shelter, de'fend, and entertain his

wife. De Forest wrote that at sixty-three John Murray1s

behavior was a source of jokes for many. But to a person

"who does not object to one-sided development and a waste

of intellectual power ••• ,,26 his life had been beautiful.

The sensitivity and realism of this relationship

illustrates the perception of which De Forest is capable.

The Murrays' tottering age, doddering habits, and selfish

motivations give them pathos and render them impervious to

the affairs of the world. With this attitude De Forest

seems to imply that the old aristocratic class--which the

Murrays represent--cannot furnish the leadership to reform

the prevalent corruption. De Forest depends upon the por-

26 8~., 1961 ed., p. 7 •

, "

: ;", ... .. ' ','.. "
' .. , ',' ,
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trayal of the Murrays to develop this thesis and to furnish

one specific aspect of the Washington scene. In this lucid,

but extensive treatment, the characters of Huldah and John

Murray tend to suffer from being overdrawn.

Oolonel Julien Murray, John Murray's older brother,

is one of the more admirable characters of the novel. De

Forest oarefully develops motivation, description, and char

aoter shading whioh makes the Oolonel appear real. Oolonel

JUlien is a member of the patrician olass; at sixty-five he

maintains oomplete oontrol of his aoute mental faculties.

De Forest wrote, liOn the whole he Leolonel Julien! made one

think of an entirely sane Don Quixote."27 Throughout the

book the Oolonel voioes the prinoiples neoessary to redeem

a oorrupt sooiety. Unfortunately the Oolonel is not active

in a manner whioh demonstrates leadership. At first he is

overly tolerant of Josie's oharaoter. He deoides, selfishly,

to fight her olaim beoause the family honor seems at stake,

but his brother's tragedy diverts him from action. Not the

Oolonel, but Edgar Bradford aotively fights oorrupt prao

tioes in government. Despite Julien's realistio and patri

oian oharaoter, his age, his inaotion, and his enoouragement

to Edgar Bradford indioate that the future depends not upon

Julien Murray, but on Edgar Bradford.

27Ibid., p. 97•...........
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Mrs. Francis Wa~den represents the stereotyped

claim hunter. Her circulation in the corrupt Washington

society has deformed her values. Calloused from lobbying,

Mrs. Warden sacrifices health, integrity, end good taste to

greed. Yet she has an entirely believable personality.

Mrs. Warden realiZ6s the significance of her situation:

she knows she is getting too old to lobby effectively for

her claim; she knows she jeopardizes her daughter's future

by continuing her claim. This consciousness binds her

character to her actions in a manner which is realistic and

interesting. The balance of good and evil in Francis

Warden's character makes her an extremely human person.

Mrs. Warden's daughter, Belle, is not developed at

much length. However, Belle is the only entirely admirable

woman in either Honest John Vane or Playing the Mischief.

Belle is the only character in either of the two novels com

pletely qualified for De Forest's concept of a natural gentry.

Her moral consistency imposes problems of characterization.

In the polluted washington scene, Belle appears excessively

righteous. Her integrity exerts little influence beyond

Edgar Bradford and tends to isolate her. Unfortunately for

De Forest's idealism, Belle's humanity tends to be obscured

by the corruption of the time, and her complete predicta

bility keeps her from being very interesting.

Josephine Murray plays many roles: the demure widow,
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the flirt, the society queen, the politi~ian, and the

claimant. Her prowess is established in eaoh phase so

readily that her probable suocess is apparent early in the

novel. Further her unquestionable ability tends to make

her brilliant struggles less interesting to the reader.

From Josephine's actions in the novel a disjointed oharac

ter is developed. This woman attraoted people with her

vibrance, intelligence, and beauty. Her amorality and greed

however repel the respectable elements of society. De Forest

judges her character by writing, "One oan hardly help wish

ing her well while conoeding that she deserved ill.,,28

Josephine has one set purpose: to get money. How

ever, since she plays many roles, her aotual self tends to

elude the reader. Upon one occasion, however, she is poign-

antly revealed as a human being. When Edgar Bradford treats

her emotions superficially, she involuntarily bursts out:

"You have degraded me!" she exclaimed. "Why do you
kiss me when you mean nothing? Don't you know that a
woman who lets a man do that, lets him do it beoause she-
likes him?--because she hopes he will not stop with a
kiss? Is it generous of you to take advantage of such
feelings, suoh hopes? Listen to me!" she oommanded,
imperiously, while a tear of humiliation rolled down
her cheek. "I have something to tell you. I am
ashamed to say it. But it is your fault. You drive
me to it by your treatment of me. Besides, we are old
friends, as you say; we can talk as men and women can
not generally talk to each other; we act and hold hands
and kiss like old friends, don't we? Why not say what
we think then? 1. think--I think--" And here she

28
~., p. 449.
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faltered, her mouth ~witching pitiably, and her
eyes avoiding him for an instant. "I think that
you treat me very badly," she resumed, with an ef
fort which turned her pale. "You treat me badly in
kissing me when you mean nothing by it. I let you do
it, to be sure. But why? It is because I hope that
each kiss will be followed by a word; because I hope
you are going to tell me that you love, and want me-
want me to be your wife. If I had thought you never
meant to tell me that, I never would have let you
touch your lips to me--never--never:"29

A second scene reveals her ability to use artifice. The

best way to approach Drummond and insure his aid is a phy

sical approach. In a boarding house room Sykes Drummond

helped Josie upon a chair to hang curtains.

He helped her up, and he steadied her. It was
evidently very agitating and unsteadying business
for both of them. Drummond's muscular hands trem
bled, and Josie's lovely face was soon deeply flushed.

The work went on in silence, or with a few hastily
breathed words, the silence and the speech alike sig
nificant of emotion.

Of a sudden Josie slipped, uttered a little cry,
dropped her hands on the young man's shoulders, and
fell with her full weight into his arms.

Enormously strong, and no doubt prepared for some
such collision, he received it without staggering,
caught her firmly, let her slowly to the floor, and
still held her.30

The first scene reveals a glimpse of depth in Josephine

Murray whereby De Forest suggests there is a part of her

beyond evidence and demonstration. The second scene epito-

29Ibid., p. 165•...........

30Ibid., p. 165.
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mlzes her ability at suhterfuge. Thus the character of

Josephine Murray results--diversified, vital, dynamic, and

real.

The characters of Playing ~ Mischief are more

originally conceived and more artfully developed than those

in Honest~ Vane. Their primary strength stems from their

realistic attributes and their ample developments. The weak

ness of overstatement and ludicrous treatment in Playing ~

Mischief is reflective of the allegorical and satiric qual-
I

ities which gave strength to certain characters in Honest

~~. In the strong central charaoter, Josephine, De

Forest creates a realistic person who serves his plea for

reform perhaps more adequately than did Honest John Vane.

De Forest knew the qualities of realistic conversa

tion, and the oharacters in Playing ~ Mischief reflect as

much. The spontaneity of Josie's impassioned speech to

Edgar Bradford demonstrates De Forest's competence. When

Colonel Julien reproved Josephine for her claim hunting,

Josie replied, "Colonel, please to remember that, if I am

tl f I 1 an ""I beg youra connec on 0 yours, am a so a wom •••

pardon, madam," responded the Colonel, "I will remember that

ti ,,31you are a woman, and forget that you are a connec on.

In this repartee, De Forest' implies the repercussion of the

31Ibid ., 1961 ed., p. 340.-
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OOlonel's influence against Josie's claim. With an allu

sion Edgar Bradford recalls his old intrigue with Josie:

fI,you may be entirely sure that I shall not forget the old

friendship,' he declared, smiling to himself at the platonic

name.,,3
2

De Forest has his characters converse about topics

that have little relevance to the actual story. Josephine

bursts into an enthusiastic 250 word eUlogy of the lavish

furnishings of a New York mansion. Oolonel Julien and John

Murray discuss social Darwinism and its effect on religion.

The author through several oharacters makes a comment on

the journalistic practioes and the humor of the day. De

Forest's dialogue illustrates well the realistic qualities

of good novel dialogue: reperoussion, allusion, spontaneity,

and irrelevanoe. 33

The erratio oharaoter of Mrs. Warden is developed

through dialogue.

"1 wish I oould be sinful," sighed Mrs. Warden,
her blaok eyes sparkling with both pleasure and envy.
"Well, when my olaim comes in! Mr. Jared Jones i

4
s

dead, isn't he? What are ourtains made of now?"3

The episode between Josephine and Jaoob Pike drama

tizes De Forest's ability to use oaloulation and involuntary

32!.l2!!., p. 121.

33Walter Allen, ed., Writers 2a Writing (New York:
E. P. Dutton & 00., 1959), p. 184.

34De Forest, Playing ~ Misohief, 1934 ed., p. 28.
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revelation. When Jacob.Pike agreed to t~ke Josie's word

that she would pay for his services, he said:

"I s'pose I must take your word for the payment."

"Oertainly you must. The idea of treating a lady
otherwise!" returned Josie ••• "And now I will tell
you how I want you to manage this.business."35

Though the dialogue is sometimes unnecessarily forced, stiff,

and formal, the earmarks of realistic conversation are present.

De Forest is clever in his use of dialogue. His lin

guistic humor sometimes tends to divert the reader from the

substance of the story. A conversation between Josie and

Jacob Pike illustrates this quality:

"You are a Oongressional agent, I understand,"
she continued. "I wanted to see you concerning a·
claim which I have before Oongress. Do you know any
thing about it?"

"Well, I have took a cussory view of it," replied
Mr. Pike • • •

35Ibid ., p. 155.
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"Well, I think I can."

Josie noticed this repetition of the word "well,"
and said to herself that she would never open another
sentence with it, so as not to be like Mr. Pike.36

The mechanical humor of this conversation is related to the

antiphonal dialogue of John and Huldah Murray.

"Yes," sighed the rector LMr. Murray, taking Jose
phine's unemployed hand. "It is hard to have a husband
swept away so early."

"Swept away so early!" repeated Mrs. Murray, who
had a curious way of echoing her 10rd1s observations,
as if she were responding to a litany.

"The Divine Providence seems to be very careless
of our earthly happiness!" .

"Oareless of our earthly happiness!" murmured the
old lady.

"But if we were blessed continually here, we should
never desire the better hereafter."

"Never desire the better hereafter:" gasped Mrs.
Murray, getting a little out of breath•.

"I need not tell you how we s;y,mpathize with you in
a sorrow which is partly our own. f

"Our own:" added the old lady, falling considerably
in the rear.

"We are glad, very glad, that you have come to us."

"Glad you have come to us:" repeated Mrs. Murray,
freshening up under the influence of sympathy, and
coming in almost even with him. ")7

Such dialogue seems to have really more value in and by

36Ibid., p. 152.

37ill.4.., p. 21.
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itself than it has for ~he book. The author seems to enjoy

such cleverness for its own sake.

De Forest's dialogue in Playing ~ Mischief is

realistic enough to be acceptable, and it helps to develop

character, and crystallize situations. The speeches are

often unnaturally long and sometimes artificial. The ir

relevancies tend to propagandize, particularly in the treat

ment of Darwinism and the journalistic practices of the day.

The mechanic.al elements of humor playfUlly divert. However,

the reader must ultimately concede that De Forest's conver

sation more than serves to create an illusion of the social

and political world of Washington.

De Forest's analysis of Washington in Playing the

Mischief depicts the faults of a scene and the culture it

represents. The examination deals closely and realistically

with the problems. The thorough treatment of it permitted

the author less generalization than was possible in Honest

John Vane. The thesis that results from the story revolves--
around the lobby. This potent institution in government,

though perhaps not evil in itself, was used by corrupt

people. Further, the existence of special legislation and

patronage provided a tool for the degenerate lobbyist, and

was very useful in stealing from the government. The con

demnation of this situation is as effective, though less

vehement, as the censure in Honest~~. The realistic
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reproduction ot the good and evil of the Washington scene

places a responsibility upon the reader. It the reader's

moral standards are sound, and his senses acute, the scene,

character, and plot of Playing the Mischief reveal an enor

mously evil world which the reader must condemn.

Following Grant's administration some change evolved

in the nation's Capital. Society, slow as it was, did alter

somewhat in accordance with the ideas expressed by Schurz,

Godkin, and De Forest. However, the results were not im

pressive. Civil Service reform was not thorough; the enforce

ment which existed depended solely upon the integrity of men

in influential positions. Further, the structure which the

retorm assumed was defective. The use ot a qualifying ex

amination placed a serious restriction on employment prac

tices at this time. The people most qualified in character

otten lacked the skills necessary to pass the Civil Service

test. Whereas previously the intluence of the well bred,

intelligent, moral person was restricted by society, now

this same discrimination was practiced by the newly initi

ated Civil Service examination. Thus the problem emerges:

the society desperately needed people with enough character

to use power judiciously. Under the Civil Service law the

elite of the society who possessed such qualities lacked

mechanical skills necessary for appointment. Thus govern

ment denied a group ot morally qualified people employment
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and, consequently, lost. the benefit of their influence.

John William De Forest was still a reformer and ob

viously still motivated to express his views. By 1878 De

Forest was fifty-two years old. After Playing !h! Mischief,

his vehemence subsided. The reflective quality of his ma

ture insight is illustrated by his vision and understanding.

He seemed to realize that his criticism must be read to be

effective. The average people of his era, the mass repre

sented by the Washington scene, had to be informed to bring

about change. Such an audience was not attracted by politi

cal satire, but by the sentimental novel. In Justine's

Lovers De Forest attempted to come to terms with the public

by presenting his final criticism of the Washington scene

in the sentimental form.

JUSTINE'S LOVERS

The action of Justine's Lovers begins with Justine

Vane musing upon her life and maidenhood as she looks into

her mirror. In form, then, the novel pretends to be the

meditations of a young girl who is writing her memoirs.

The "memoir" opens with Justine Vane serving as one

of six bridesmaids in a fashionable Boston wedding. She is

fasoinated by the groomsman by whom she walks. His name is

Henry Starkenburgh, and he is tall and strong. His powerful

voioe and admirable "manner" entrance Justine.
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Justine is the daughter of a wealthy Boston widow.

The daughter's position in society, her attractiveness,

intelligence, sensitive personality, and fortune--all in

terest the young lawyer Starkenburgh. When Henry announces

that he will be detained in Boston several weeks by "pro_

fessional affairs," Justine is convinced that he was des

tined to control her happiness. The young man, given with

such seriousness and ambition to his profession, seems wholly

desirable; and Justine's mother, though cautious for her

daughter's happiness, gives her consent to the engagement

of the couple.

Because of an ailment of Henry's mother, Justine and

Mrs. Vane go to New York to exchange visits with the Stark

enburgh family. Henry's father, Ralph Starkenburgh, an able

and congenial man, readily becomes fond of Justine and her

mother. Mrs. Jane Dickerman Starkenburgh, whom her son

Henry closely resembles, is a proud, domineering woman,

wrapped completely in the exaggerated grandeur of the Dick

erman family. Her intense pride in her son is proportionate

to her severe criticism of her husband.

In New York Justine hears Henry pleading a court

case, and the characteristics of his rambling, exaggerated

rhetorio enhance his worth in her eyes. Justine finds him

superior to all beings. She agrees with Jane Dickerman

Starkenburgh that Henry is so "serious, so reserved, so
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resolute, so ambitious!,,38

Three elements disturb Justine and her mother in

New York. Henry's "monumental It mother is rather discon

certing. Henry's work consumes so much of his attention

that he spends very little time with Justine. The most ser

ious development is the news that Justine and her mother's

fortune is threatened. This complication recalls the Vanes

to Boston.

In Boston their worst fears are confirmed; their

entire fortune is gone. Mrs. Vane, fearing now for the wel

fare of her daughter more than for herself, writes to Ralph

Starkenburgh of the tragedy. He promises legal counsel,

moral support, and if need be--finanoial aid. He suggests

further that Henry should not be told about the situation.

Mr. Starkenburgh's help, however, is shortlived; Ralph

Starkenburgh dies unexpectedly, and his will, whioh would

have endowed Justine richly, is never signed.

Justine, aware of her mother's fear that young

Starkenburgh might wish to terminate the engagement, is

still certain of his affection. The loss of her mother's

fortune is sad, but the tragedy is eased by her faith in

Henry. Her trust is shaken somewhat by a silence from Henry

that becomes increasingly ominous. Then after a long sep-

38John William De Forest, Justine's Lovers (New
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1878), p. 31.
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aration, Justine meets Henry again. She greets the young

man gaily, but Henry is in a different mood. He asks her

to release him from the engagement.

In the ensuing poverty, the Vanes recognize the

uncharitable and inconsiderate feelings of their wealthy

friends. Justine, forced to find work, moves to Washington

to live with the Bartle family, people who have also been

wealthy but are now living in reduced circumstances. Des

pite their poverty, Mr. and Mrs. Bartle and their daughter,

America, prove themselves unselfish, generous, and friendly.

Even with their help, Justine is unable to find a position

as governmental clerk. She is destined to search, beg, and

even plead in vain for employment. Applying for civil ser

vice jobs, Justine finds that the Secretary, an old friend

of the family, is restricted by the new civil service legis

lation and an unsympathetic ear. He controls all positions

available, and he refuses to help. Eventually Justine and

her friends take her request directly to the office of the

President, but with no effect.

Despite her efforts, Justine cannot find work. Mr.

WaIn, a wealthy friend, adds his efforts and influence to

her efforts. A Mr. Leming tries to be of aid. The only

results are the increasing attention and admiration they

give Justine. Finally, with the help of her friends and

Dr. Oaswallon , Justine organizes a kindergarten.
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The experienc~s with the children in the school are

at once trying and endearing to Justine. Her friends en

courage her and often visit her in the classroom. Mr. WaIn,

particularly, becomes ve~y attentive, and eventually the

little clique seem to designate her as his special charge.

Happy as she is to obtain some work at last, Justine is

concerned for her mother, who has remained behind. Reports

of her failing health reach Washington, and finally Mrs. Vane

agrees to come to Justine.

The arrival of Mrs. Vane emphasizes the tragic situ

ation of the once wealthy and aristocratic family. In an

attempt to save for Justine what little money they have,

Mrs. Vane has starved herself. Her broken health and weak

condition demand immediate care. The friends of Justine

provide the aid that the young woman cannot. The Bartles

sacrifice their comfort to provide Mrs. Vane with a com

fortable room. Mr. Leming and Mr. WaIn send expensive food

and liquor to the home. Dr. Oaswallon provides medical at

tention. Such kind but obviously temporary help do alleviate

Justine's concern for her mother, but poverty continues to

threaten their future.

The kindness, courage and simplicity of Justine

attract Mr. WaIn. The ill and elderly man proposes mar

riage to her. Justine, conscious that she does not love

him, but certain that she can make him a good wife, agrees.
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Their marriage is annDunced, and security onoe again seems

promised to the sUffering women. During the engagement,

Justine is too honorable to use the &5,000 Mr. WaIn deposits

in her bank acoount. She returns the money to him by letter

while he is in California attending business affairs.

Tragedy strikes again. Mr. WaIn dies of a heart

attack during his absenoe from Washi~gton, and the marriage

never oocurs. Justine and her mother are sincerely grieved

at the death of this man from whom they have received such

kindness. Their grief is deepened by the renewed conscious

ness of their indigence.

During their mourning, Henry Starkenburgh writes to

Justine asking her to forgive him for his unkindness and to

renew their old acquaintance. Justine, overwhelmed by pov

erty and still remembering her affection for Henry, agrees

to meet him. Despite her shame, her need tempts her to

meet him again, and if he proposes, to accept him.

After a talk with her mother, Justine determines to

marry Starkenburgh, convinced that this is her only choice.

Mr. Bartle meets her in the hall and tells her that she has

inherited #500,000 from Mr. WaIn. Realizing that Henry's

previous knowledge of the inheritance has prompted his second

proposal, Justine scornfully drives him from her sight and

from her mind.

Wealthy again, Justine and her mother do not forget
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their less fortunate fn. ends. Her t "mo to' is gratitude

first. and then benevolence.,,39 A, s she writes in her auto-

biography, "These are the chosen people whom I secretly

mean when I write the magic phrase "those lovers of mine! ,,40

A mature woman blessed with wealth, Justine contin

ues to live the lesson she has learned. Her mother and she

are never to be pure idlers again. And Justine will no

longer be carried away with the heat of girlish passion.

She writes of a potential lord of her love,

There are prophetic moments when I fear that I
disoern distinctly the coming lord.

It does not matter; if he arrive, I shall know
how to' keep him: if he tarry, I shall know how to
spare him.ZJ.l

One feature of the plot of Justine's Lovers places

severe limitations upon the novel. The story begins with

a narration of Justine1s love for Henry Starkenburgh and

its frustration; this conflict consumes approximately two

fifths of the book. This episode has little to do with the

real problem of the story--an impoverished aristocrat's at

tempt to cope with life. Starkenburgh is seen very briefly

in the early part of the story and then appears at the climax

of the plot to add dramatic tension. His lengthy affair with

39Ibid., p. 135.

40Ibid •

41Ibid •-
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tine writes:

I hate and always did hate, feminine chatter
and chaff ~nd congratulations about beaux'43ove
making, good matches, establishments, etc.
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Justine delays the int~oduction of the actual theme of the

book. A dramatic development of the forces resulting in

Justine's poverty might have been a more appropriate begin-

ning. Though less romantic, such a beginning would have

been more pertinent and would have given more impetus to

the story.

Justine's Lovers is written 1~ the first person.

This point of view usually gives a book a tone of intimacy.

However De Forest does not always develop the potential of

this quality. The relationship between Justine and her

mother never achieves the significance which the situation

naturally suggests. The novel lacks a depth of feeling which

the first person point of view makes possible.

The author handles the point of view with skill.

Justine adeptly escapes self-glorification and pretentious

humbleness. The candor of her dialogue makes this possible.

She says of her own face, lilt has the glow ••• of expres-

1142 H f nksion. The power of becoming interested • • • er ra -

ness excuses De Forest from romantic superficialities. Jus-
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Such a phrase indicatas that De Forest .felt such topics must

be recognized in a sentimental novel, but the author didn't

explore these subjects in the sentimental manner.

Setting in Justine's Lovers is for practical pur

poses non-existent. Three-fifths of the action takes place

in Washington, but De Forest's brief and poignant use of

soene identifies a potential which is never fully realized.

The author's mention of sidewalks, shanties, and water pumps

identify the possibility of a Washington scene unlike that

of Honest~~ or Playing the Mischief. The crowded

conditions of the Bartle home, located in the suburbs beyond

the "street-railroad," hold even more promise. De Forest

had the ability to develop these glimpses of Washington (as

it actually eXisted) into a forceful and exciting setting.

In spite of the possibilities the author uses setting very

little to enhance plot, to aid the development of character,

or to crystallize situation. The setting never expands into

the superstructure of Washington society which gave such

strength to Playing ~ Mischief. De Forest only hints at

the orowded quarters and vast space that existed simultan

eously in Washington during this time.

The characters of Justine's Lovers are less stereo

typed than those of Honest~ Vane, but receive (excluding

Justine and her mother) little more development than Belle

Warden and Edgar Bradford in playing ~ Mischief. Justine's
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stringent needs give a· common purpose to her Washington

friends which makes them more sympathetic than any of the

people in the previous two novels.

The brevity of the novel prevents the thorough de

velopment of Justine's Washington acquaintances. Mr. Waln,

the wealthy, middle-aged, ill gentleman, remains somewhat

of a mystery. The source of his wealth, his disease, the

"business" in Oalifornia which calls him away--all are ob

scured from the audience. De Forest selects two character

istics of Waln to dramatize for the reader: his generosity

and his good taste. The qualities and the mystery about

this man create interest, but he remains only a "flat"

character.

Mr. Leming resembles Mr. WaIn in motives, but De

Forest has endowed him with a personality that escapes

tedious repetition. Leming is obliged to support his sister

and her family. The conflict of his interest in Justine and

the realization of his family obligations results in an old

fashioned consciousness which taints his excellent nature

with dourness.

Dr. Oaswallon is the most interesting of the Wash-

ington acquaintances. He appears so seldom in the novel

that he is only a shadow of a character, but an extremely

d The handsome Young doctor finds time in
appealing sha ow.

his bUsy schedule to treat Mrs. ,Vane gratis and to visit
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Justine. The reader believes that Dr. C~swallon is the

"coming lord" that Justine expects.

De Forest's success in portraying Justine's friends

results from the consciousness within each character of his

own situation. Each figure is endowed with attributes de

signed to appeal to the middle class public. Though under

drawn, the characters illustrate the author's ability to

create realistic minor characters.

Henry starkenburgh and his mother reflect two of De

Forest's habits in creating character. In these people

De Forest has created two stereotypes which he treats iron

ically. Henry has a hollow ring for the discerning reader.

But if the sentimental reader joined Justine in her appro

bation of the young lawyer, the exposure of his faulty char-

acter would be an embarrassment. De Forest seems to have

set a trap for the idyllic reader who adored the insipidly

flawless character. Certainly Henry's situation causes the

reader to reflect and examine his concept of manhood.

Broad satire and irony reminiscent of Honest~

~ and Playing ~ Mischief recur in the stereotype of

Mrs. Henry Dickerman Starkenburgh. This woman, pretending

an ailment which in no way affects her strength of will and

bad temper, has pretensions of great aristocracy. She be

lieves her son is the last of the old school. In general,

everything this woman reveres tends to be meaningless, and
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everything she criticizes tends to hav~ value. She is a

fraud, a rather sour joke. Comparing Mrs. Starkenburgh with

Justine and her mother, De Forest seems not to attack the

aristocracy--a popular trend during the author's time--but

to satirize a class of people whose pretended nobi11ty was

absurd.

Justine's Lovers appears to be a sentimental novel;

to attract an audience most of the characters had to be

appealing. De Forest, therefore, provides a group of people

that the reader can admire. Foremost among the appealing

group is Mrs. Vane, Justine's mother. In her De Forest has

an aristocratic woman with practical sense. Though she fits

into the background of the story, the reader becomes very

much aware of her. He sees the wise mother in her reaction

to her daughter's infatuation. He sees the gentility of the

woman in her relation to Mr. Bartle and the Starkenburghs.

He feels the maternal instinct in Mrs. Vane's personal de

privations for her daughter's sake. He senses courage and

despair in her futile attempts to earn a living. He reflects

on the weakness of her illness, and he knows the urgent neces

sity that dictates Mrs. Vane to encourage her daughter to

marry for economic security. In Mrs. Vane, De Forest's

powers of suggestion provide the reader's imagination with

just enough substance to make her become alive.

The development of Mrs. Vane is more satisfying than
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that of her daughter•. Since Justine re+uses to be ego

tistic, superficial, or humble, her character is admirable.

The sentimental reader of De Forest's time, loving the sen

timental sorrow of the tale, must have enjoyed her. At the

conclusion of the book, the reader knows her life, and he

sympathizes with her. But one is not conscious of any ex

ceptional revelation or development in Justine's character.

She is more human than the allegorical Honest John Vane, but

her reality falls far short of that of Josephine Murray.

The dialogue of Justine's Lovers is one of the

stronger features of the book. The characters are not given

to such long bursts of speech as in Playing ~ ~ischief.

The cleverness of the author demonstrated in conversation

in the previous novel is absent. Rather than the brilliant

repartee of Playing ~ Mischief or the inarticulateness of

John Vane, Justine's Lovers illustrates a comfortable pace

and simple, easy articulation. At times the reported dia

logue is forced. Upon discovering that Justine's engagement

is broken, Mrs. Vane screams, "Oh, my child!" • • • Then after

This is starvation.,,44

1 d ti "This is starvation," isSuch dialogue as the me 0 rama c,

rare, and generally the speech is believable. The dialogue

is less stiff, less artificial, and more readable than the

44Ibid ., p. 52.-
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author produced in the. two previous bo~ks.

De Forest illustrates again his ability to use dia

lect. He uses the Negro vernacular and imitates the con

versation of children. An urchin identifies the attitude

of her abolitionist father toward Negroes with this speech:

"he don't amuse himself with 'em ••• It's all right to

work for 'em, but it isn't right to play with 'em."45 De

Forest's children seem quite real; they illustrate a facil

ity in language that is sprightly and engaging.

De Forest uses dialogue well to reveal character.

Henry Starkenburgh uses grandiloquent speech which is in

strumental in revealing his hollowness. Mrs. Vane's erratic

and vehement speech during her illness dramatizes her state

of mind. Most important is the natural expression of Jus

tine's calm reflective mood. This quality of dialogue

identifies her maturity and establishes a reali.stic tone

in the book. In effect, De Forest's dialogue reveals char

acter and situation admirably, establishes a comfortable

tempo and tone, and reflects a realism which does not support

the sentimentality De Forest imputed to the book.

De Forest's presence in this novel seems minimized

by his use of first person. He avoids the didactic analysis

so prevalent in Honest ~~. There is less discursive

45Ibid., p. 97.-
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talk of the lavishness of the Washington scene than in Play-

ing ~ Mischief. Nevertheless, the re~der who knows De

Forest's life sees the author's interests illustrated in the

topics of segregation, the aristocratic class, government

policies, Darwinism, and obstacles to pUblishing.

The influence of Darwin5.sm in Justine's Lovers, as

well as in playing the Mischief, is extensive. De Forest's

interests had thoroughly prepared him to endorse the concept

of evolution. As a young man, the author's work in prepar-

ing History of the Indians of Connecticut had acquainted him

with a type of society that had almost disappeared. Through

his association with the mineralogist Charles Upham Shephard,

his father-in-law, De Forest was acquainted with the scientific

topics of the time. Further, De Forest was aware of the

society which surrounded him, a society involved in the

heated debate of evolution. Finally, Darwinism was reflected

in literature, and De Forest was widely read. Such experi

ences and attributes must have prepared De Forest to easily

accept and advocate the theories of Spencer and Darwin.

De Forest's attitude towards evolution does not re

ceive actual development in the first of the three novels of

the Washington scene. Darwin is mentioned in Honest ~

Vane, but the first extensive development of De Forest's

ideas of evolution (in the three novels of the 1870's) ap-

th Mi hi f Three elements in this book
pears in Playing e sc e •
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identify the author's .point of view.

discusses Darwinism with his brother ,
9olonel Julien Murray

Reverend John Murray;

as far as the reader is concerned, Oolonel Murray's argu

ments supporting evolution are logical and convincing. Sec

ondly, De Forest implies that Josephine Murray, a corrupt

influence on government, though momentarily triumphant, will

eventually be defeated. This could be interpreted as illus

trating in the moral realm Darwin's concept of the survival

of the fittest. Finally, the author's point of view is

epitomized in the promised marriage of Bradford and Belle

Warden. Miss Warden and Edgar Bradford epitomize the strong

est of their sex; their marriage exemplifies Darwin's theory

of natural selection. From this marriage will come the in

fluence and efforts which in time will reform government.

In the novel Justine's Lovers, De Forest continued

to use his ideas of evolution. This novel dramatizes the

improvement in government which De Forest had foreseen in

Playing the Mischief. Through time the influence of such

statesmen as Hoar, Oox, and Schurz had a positive effect,

and reform, particularly Oivil Servioe reform, was slOWly

~ initiated. Justine's Lovers is a novel of ohange: a young
!
1i woman and her mother are torn from the seourity of an ante-

. ~

: ~

r1 bellum aristooracy and foroed to take an aotive part in the
I~Ii new sooiety. Justine and her mother suffer terrible hard-

~ ships, but they survive. And with their survival oomes the
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promise of a productiye and improved ~uture. Thus Justine's

Lovers demonstrates the realization of De Forest's belief in'

the theory of evolution as applied to politics and to society.

The two novels Playing ~ Mischief and Justine's Lovers

dramatize a sequence of events in the process of evolution

as defined by Darwin.

The novel Justine's Lovers signifies the closing of

a phase of John William De Forest's literary career. This

period had been the most productive in his life; during its

time he had aChieved more critical approbation and a better

market for his works than during any other. The principal

SUbject of his novels and an important topic of his short

stories was political criticism. The Reconstruction was

nearing its end and Civil Service reform was in view. Thus

the .ending of an era coincided with the termination of De

Forest's political satire. 46

This last novel in which De Forest portrays the Wash-

ingtGn scene is a novel of change and, consequently, is a

strange mixture. The book was published anonymously and

De Forest wrote to Howells that not one person recognized

the author as a man, and apparently people realized even

less that De Forest was the author. Yet underneath the

46De Forest's last short story dr,aling entirely wi~h
politics was pUblished in 1878. See The Other Fellow,
The Atlantic Monthly, XLII (December, 1878), pp. 669-682 •.........



47De Forest, Justine's Lovers, p. 127.

Therethe magic of the sentimental title is explained away.

1s more traditional De Forest and less sentiment in the novel

than the first impression suggests.
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sentimental facade the book decidedly.has the authorts

characteristics. Aspects of the style, development, and

characterization of De Forest are there.

De Forest wrote Justine's Lovers in the guise of a

sentimental novel. The author pretends the book is an auto

biography of a young woman. The title is in the sentimental

trend. The situation seemed entirely so at first. The de

vice of the prophetic wisdom of innocent children (a concept

of the sentimentalists) is evident. The artificial presence

of spiritualism is a part of the tradition. The "tottering

between shame and necessity,,47 is a part of this novel. All

of these elements are illustrative of the sentimental genre,

but after a gush of sentiment at the beginning, the novel is

decreasingly punctuated with sentimental devices.

Though De Forest obviously knows the sentimental

form, he doesn't fit the mould. The unfortunate love affair

is incidental to the loss of wealth and the incumbent woes.

Justine's character is not entirely sentimental. Her rela

tionship with her friends is realistic. The concluding

treatment of love is not at all sentimental. Ultimately
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crously, he appears to have attempted to instill in it a

problem of serious import--the situation of an impoverished

aristocrat. The story begins in the traditional romantic

manner, but as it progresses, the hackneyed devices and

48Arthur Hobson Quinn, American Fiction: An Histori
cal and Critical Survey (New York: Appleton-Century-Orofts,
1936), pp. 166-174.

Quinn writes ~hat Justine's Lovers is a satire of

the sentimental £orm. 48 If this satire is present in the

novel, it is subtle and consists of an exaggeration. This

exaggeration exists in consequence of the contrast of the

sentimental devices and De Forest's realistic style. This

teasing resembles very little the venomous cynicism of ~_

~~~ and the deadly satire .in Playing ~ Mischief.

For De Forest to treat gently a topic he intended to satirize

is inconsistent with his previous tradition.

If not entirely sentimental and not a satire, De

Forest must have had reason for writing such a book. He

must have realized his unstable literary position. His books

obviously didn't sell easily or well; he was pushed for money;

he was fifty-two years old. De Forest seemed forced to write

a financially successful novel. Faced with the prospect of

using the sentimental form (then in popular demand, but which

he had avoided and disliked) De Forest seems to have conducted

f. an experiment. Rather than treat the sentimental form ludi-
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cliches fall away, a~d the story is elevated to a higher,

realistic tone. Thus De Forest tries to give expansion,

more import, and a greater significance to the sentimental

novel than had been accomplished previously. The result

was the fusion of the popular type and his traditional

style--a novel of sentimental form and realistic substance-

a novel of unfulfilled promise, an interesting book.



OHAPTER IV

OONOLUSION

From this study certain generalizations can be

drawn that would seem to characterize De Forest and his

writing about the Washington scene.

The presence of the author's discursiveness in ~_

~~~ and Playing ~ Mischief does not strengthen

plot. In Playing ~ Mischief De Forest demonstrates more

skill in construction, and a vigorous unity results. But

again the story does not escape episodes which tend to im

pede the development. In Justine's Lovers, De Forest shows

greater insight and imagination; unfortunately this plot

achieves very little of its potential.

De Forest is more secure in his use of setting. The

author's ability to crystalize character through scene is

obvious in Honest~~ and in Playing ~ Mischief.

These novels reflect the enhancement of plot through scene.

De Forest illustrates an unusual skill to develop scene

through characters. Unfortunately he depended too heavily
~

~ upon this last trait in Justine's Lovers and consequently
tt missed the opportunity to create a potent view of Washington
;
i
~ which would have strengthened the novel.
'~i
~ The author's dialogue ranges from the inarticulate-

ness of John Vane through the natural expression of Justine,
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to the brilliant verbosity ~ound in PI i~ ay ng ~ Mischief.

De Forest usually commands dialogue well. At times the

speeoh is unnaturally long, rather artificial, and loaded

with dubious humor. However, the conversation appears in

general to serve the author's purposes well, and Justine's

Lovers illustrates his ability to use dialogue realistically

and adeptly.

Oharacter was De Forest's forte, and he used char

acters to serve his ends.

A rather strict social and moral strata, based on

De Forest's concept of breeding and morality, can be dis-

tinguished from the study of characters in the three novels.

The structure o:f this world is obviously established in

Honest~ ~--carried through Playing ~ Mischief and

identified in Justine's Lovers. There is the very low order

constituted of

• • • men of unwholesome skins, greasy garments,
brutish manners, filthy minds, and sickening con
versation; men who so reeked and drizzled with
henbane tobacco and cocatrice whisky that moderate
drinker or smoker would recoil from them as from
a cesspool • • .1

To this group belongs the professional spoilators, such as

Darius Dorman, Simon Sharp of Honest John ~, and Jacob

Pike of Playing ~ Misohief. This group De Forest just

dismisses as extremely coarse, vulgar and immoral.

IDe Forest, Honest John Vane.
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The author seems more aware of,the amoral group.

John Vane 1s a member of this class. Only his title "Hon

est"--which was a fraud--"distinguished him from the mass

of John Vanes ••• " Vane belongs to the "rabble in morals

as well as in manners.,,2 To this class belong Josephine

Murray and many of her admirers in Playing the Mischief,

and the hollow characters who lack a judicious and humane

code of principles, such as Henry and Mrs. Starkenburgh of

Justine's Lovers. De Forest offers these people a means by

which they might redeem themselves. Through the assimila-

tion of culture, adherence to a strict moral code, and edu-

cation they might improve themselves. De Forest maintains,

however, that since this class is superficial and does not

really believe "that reputation, self-respect, and sense of

honor were precious, far more precious than happiness or

even life,"3 there is really no hope for improvement.

A category exists to which the characters belong who

are admirable, but who have some human weakness that makes

them less than morally perfect. To this group belong Jus

tine's friends from the Washington scene whose morality is

never questioned or tried. Justine, herself, because of her

lapses into superficiality, belongs here. Edgar Bradford

2~., pp. 175-177.

3~., p. 176.
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during the 1870's. ~e was an individ~alist.

As an individualist, De Forest was not outdated. His.

idealism furnished him with the means to evaluate and inter

pret the society in which he lived. His ethics gave him a

solid foundation which enabled him to project his ideas into

the future with startling accuracy. He was a man of keen

awareness and insight.

The fervor of De Forest's condemnation of corruption

illustrates the intense feeling he had for the society in

which he lived. At times De Forest denounces corruption so

vehemently that he appears to lose control of his material,

and one strongly feels what Joseph Oonrad expresses in his

Note s 2l!.~ 2:!!1 ..L-.e...t-.t.-e,;::.r,;:;,s:

What one feels so hopelessly barren in declared pessi
mism is just its arrogance ••• It gives an author-
goodness only knows why--an elevated sense of his own
superiority. And there is nothing more dangerous than
such an elation to that absolute loyalty toward his
feelings and sensations an author should

4
keep hold of

in his most exalted moments of creation.

As De Forest's novels demonstrate more control, the volcanic

disparagement of society decreased, as did the stiffness and

formality of his style. The control demonstrated in Justine's

Loyers might have resulted in an excellent novel if De Forest

had written in his usual style.

De Forest used what he knew of life to achieve his

4Allen, ed., ~. £!l., p. 139, quoting Joseph Oonrad,
Notes on Life and Letters.=--.;;;.---
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goal of denouncing cprruption and achieving reform. His

ability to observe and reproduce what he saw can be appreci~

ated perhaps more in his history and journalism than in his

novels. The creativity and craft of the novel demands more

skill than De Forest consistently demonstrates. Hence his

strongest quality tends to be obscured in this form. How

ever, his journalistic style, his unusual realism, and his

intense fervor did enable him to write forceful and substan

tial political satire. As Quinn wrote:

It is easy to criticize De Forest for a certain
lac~ of construction • • • but he wrote of what he
knew • • • and painted pictures of our national life
which no nation should willingly permit to remain in
obscurity.5

John William De Forest's literary stature has not

been clearly established. His contemporary reviewers iden

tified the strengths and faults of his individual novels

as they were pUblished. Since then critics have surveyed

his works from a broader view; still no thorough or final

evaluation has resulted. Such an evaluation could not re

sult from the criticism and interpretation of the three

novels of the Washington scene. However, one can find in

" these novels some things that might have influenced the
~

~ reception of his novels. The novels provide a basis for a

i comparison with writers of his time who used the same form

5Quinn, £2. £!l., p. 174.
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and had similar pur~oses. Finally a "general estimate of

his accomplishment in the three novels can be made.

De Forest's life makes clear his lack of popularity

with the reading public. His novels of the Washington scene

illustrate reasons for this lack of popularity. A nation as

morally corrupt as the United States during the Grant admin

istration might well be loath to have its faults exposed.

At such times the average reader, satiated by notoriety,

might prefer unrealistic literature which did not threaten

his national pride. De Forest's satirical treatment of

national problems provides little escape from sordid reality.

This trend toward reality must have alienated other

readers in addition to those seeking escape. De Forest's

forthright portrayal of women would not endear his books to

a reading public dominated by women. If the sometimes rude,

the strong, the gross realism of De Forest's writing made

him a man's novelist, he again lacked audience. The men of

the l870's were, by fashion, men of affairs, and their moral

and industrial attitudes gave most of them little sympathy

for De Forest's writing. De Forest's treatment of the

"masses" would not gain him the approbation of the middle

class. Consequently, it is hardly surprising that his books

did not receive enough public acclaim to carry them to a

later period when different circumstances might have per

mitted a more favorable reception.
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In the world sf literary criticism, De Forest's

novels found more appreciation. In 1873 Olarence Gordon

wrote in the Atlantic Monthly,

• • • the other works by the same author, J. W.
De Forest, show, notwithstanding faults and
shortcomings, indications of something fresh,
strong, and advancing. 6

Henry James wrote in ~ Nation,

Mr. De Forest's cause is so good and his temper so
fervid that, as matters stand with us, it will be
no harm if they make their way even at the cost of
a good deal of loose writing and coarse imagery.7

The Atlantic Monthly praised De Forest in 1875:

The interest of so good a bit of human nature •••
should not pass away with the public interest in
the now half-forgotten frauds • • • in this country
there has nevgr been so good a political satire
as this • • •

~ Nation the same year wrote that De Forest "possessed a

great deal of cleverness," but that he overdid his "realism."9

Obviously, the critics of De Forest's time realized that he

had something valuable to say. The recognized importance of

his themes tend' to overshadow any censure of skill found in

the criticism. Though such a reception may have gratified

De Forest, it did not sell his books.

6The Atlantic Monthly, XXXII (November, 1873), p. 611.-
7The Nation, XIX (December 31, 1874), p. 442.-
8~ Atlantic Monthly, XXXV (February, 1875), p. 238.

9The Nation, XXI (August 12, 1875), p. 106.-
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Through a general comparison ot De Forest's works

with other political novels of the period, an approximation'

can be made of the author's historical position in literature.

Samuel L. Clemens and Charles DUdley Warner collaborated to

write ~ Gilded Age, pUblished in 1873. This book results

in as thorough a condemnation of the political corruption as

De Forest's novels accomplished. The characters are more

realistic than De Forest's allegorical stereotypes, but no

more effective. When De Forest attempted to create real

characters, as in the case of Mrs. Warden and Josephine

Murray, he succeeded as well as Clemens and Warner. The

sprawling structure of ~ Gilded ~ and the extreme bitter

ness of the second part of the story tire and repulse the

reader. De Forest's novels result in more impact and force.

In 1874 Rebecca Harding Davis pUblished a novel,

John Andross. This book exposed corruption in politics..........

through the Whiskey Rebellion. Mrs. Davis' realism is more

subtle and, at times, more poignant than that of De Forest.

However it does not convey the terrible significance or the

enormous extent of corruption as De Forest's novels of the

Washington scene do. Since the strength of De Forest's

satire gives more impetus to condemnation than the subtlety

of Mrs. Davis' book does, De Forest's novels prove more

effective weapons against corruption. The fiction of Mrs.

Davis' story and the corruption she portrays is more evenly
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~ than that of John William De Forest.i-t Henry Adam's novel, Democracy: ~ American Novel,
1l
II
~ appeared in 1879, one year after De Forest's last novel
,fo.:

dealing with the Washington scene was published. Adam's

use of the political novel enhances his skills; his know

ledge of politics and his background as an intellectual are

apparent in the book. His portrayal of political strategy,

-139-

I' balanced than in De ~orest's novels; 'consequently, John
--..--

Andross is a more readable book. However, the criticism of'

~ Andross is fluent and glib when compared to that of

Honest John Vane. ~ Andross approaches the taste of the

reading public too closely to provoke much political thought.

In 1874 Albion Winegar Tourgee published Toinette,

a novel dealing with segregation. During the late 1870's

and the 1880's, he published three other novels dealing with

the political status of the South during the Reconstruction.

As illustrated by Toinette, Tourgee's books are written from

the point of view of a RepUblican carpetbagger. His writing

provokes emotion and thought, but it lacks the judiciousness

and authority of De Forest's perceptive realism. Since

Tourgee's portrayal of the Reconstruction was published after

the period was concluded, his books lacked the timeliness of

De Forest's novels of the Washington scene. Tourgee's view

point, sentiment, and chronological position render his

k political criticism less valuable to his contemporary society
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I' his success in illu~trating the cruelty and viciousness in

corrupt politics, the strength of his imagery, the conscious

ness of his characters of their Olin situations, and his con

trol of plot make Adams' book excellent. The subtle art of

the book makes his scathing indictment of the Washington

scene poignant. Since Adams did not use satire and since he

wrote during a later period, a comparison of Democracy: !a

American Novel with De Forest's novels is not entirely legiti

mate. However, Adams' literary skill and the manner in which

he accomplished his purpose seem to indicate that, unlike De

From the consideration of the reviews of De Forest's

with more strength or force.

It is as easy to say that De Forest's novels of the

Washington scene lacked universal values as it is to say his

oraftsmanship and imagination were limited. However, if De

Forest was interested in writing a book of universal values,

the interest was expressed in terms of a great national book.

His essay "The Great American Novel" establishes the qualities

novels and the brief comparison of his works with other books

of the approximate time certain conclusions can be made. De

Forest was a precursor of Realism, a fact which gives strength

to his political novels. He contributed SUbstantially to tae

development of the political novel form. Though Adams and

other authors wrote perhaps with more skill, no one wrote
I·..
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I' he believed necessary for such a book and expresses his

attitude concerning the probability of such an accomplish- ,

mente Though De Forest's standards for "The Great American

Novel" are not neoessarily synonymous with the characteristics

of universally great literature, they do provide an interest

ing and legitimate basis for an evaluation of De Forest's

novels of the Washington scene.

The requirements De Forest established in the essay

indicate the suocess in the author's own terms of the three

novels of the Washington scene. De Forest states that the

characters of "The Great American Novel" ought to represent

the current situation aocurately. De Forest particulary ac

complishes this in Playing ~ Mischief. He writes further

that the characters should be of broad significance. The

allegorical John Vane, Josephine Murray, and Justine's mother

would seem to fulfill this requirement readily. Josephine Mur

ray and Justine's mother are realistic, individual people

whose situations represent a problem of national importance.

Their significance is real and acceptable, as is that of John

Vane. De Forest believed that characters should speak realis

tically. His use of dialect and vernacular in the three

novels indicate his awareness of the criterion of judgment.

The author believed that the really excellent American novel

had to be written in the style of the western world; here he

has qualified success. Oertainly, he eXhibits influence of
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I" English and European authors. The last requirement of the

"Great American Novel" was that it should illustrate the

change in the national scene. Together his three novels do

demonstrate a change in the Washington scene, but individu

ally the books are designed as criticism of a static situa

tion. Though each of the novels of the Washington scene

reflects qualities of "The Great American Novel," De Forest

never entirely satisfied his own requirements for greatness

in these books.

In the same essay De Forest's understanding of lit

erary standards indicate that he did not expect to write the

"Great American Novel," nor did he think any other author of

his time could. Such an accomplishment was not opportune.

The United States lacked the culture necessary for the proper

background of the novel. The national scene was in such a

state of turbulence and change that no single picture could

represent the nation. Finally, the United States lacked the

literary tradition necessary to produce the great author.

Too few good books were being written, and even fewer good

authors existed. lO

From his own point of view De Forest was destined to

fail to produce the "Great American Novel." Perhaps such

an attitude tended to free him from extreme concern for form

lOJohn William De Forest "The Great American Novel,"
The Nation, VI (January 9, 1868), pp. 27-29.-
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and enabled him to ~ocus his attention on sUbject matter.

Oertainly this aspect is the most important element in his '

books of the Washington scene.

That John William De Forest's novels have become

obscure is unfortunate for American literature. His chrono

logical position in the development of American literature

is worthy of study. His themes of political integrity, edu

cation, and culture deserve attention. His comments on the

political situation during the Reconstruction contribute to

an understanding of that period. Finally, the author's novels

could give pleasure to readers of today. John William De

Forest is entitled to more recognition than he has received.
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